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G.  THE EXTENDED JS BACKGROUND 
 

NOTE 1 – I AM A CONFIRMED HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR 

●  Born June 1938 –  in the wrong place (Warsaw) 

      at the wrong time (one year prior to 

WWII) 

 

  ●  “Wrong Time” adequately describes a European disorder that 

leads  

to the worst war ever, the worst crimes ever, and hints at 

even worse things to come. 

 

  ●  “Wrong Time” specifically applies to a Jewish child.  A 

berserk  

Totalitarian regime whose utopian Third Reich is seemingly 

existentially threatened by Jews, required to thoroughly 

exterminate Jewish children. 

 

  ●  It isn’t difficult to treat the Holocaust beast as a “Close and  

    Personal” chapter. 

 

 NOTE 2 – A DRIFTWOOD OF WWII 

 

●  A lifelong friend, Professor Bencion Pinchuk (with whom I 

debated 
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for over seven decades on things important and mundane, 

has characterized me as a “Driftwood of WWII, sculpted by 

obnoxious events.”)  since he was an eminent historian and 

quite a mensch, I let this “tail on the donkey” stick.  However, 

I consider myself quite lucky.  To wit:   

 

   1.  I am deeply indebted to my parents for physical 

heroism  

involved in my survival.  Hunger, cold and fear were 

managed. 

 

2. Just after the WWII ended, they provided me with the 

best 

possibly trauma recovery, consisting of: (a) For three 

years, 

six days a week, six hours per day, I was “stuffed” with 

math, science, and languages tutoring by university 

professors in Salzburg, Austria — a very clean, very 

Nazi place.  Father was a smuggler who made much 

money to afford it all. (b) I had a Rabbi devoted to my 

“Yiddishkeit” education. 

 

By the time I was nine years old, I spoke English, 

German, Yiddish, Hebrew and Russian will little Latin 

under duress.  I could translate the five books of 

Moses, word for word, from Hebrew to Yiddish, knew 

how airplanes fly, could solve some decent math 

problems and later in life, I was the best student in 

every class I attended. (c) To combat possible training 

associated with fears, I was encouraged to travel all 

over Salzburg in a train by myself at age eight.  

Trained a bit for it and just did it. (d) The absence of 

early socialization with children, the absence of toys of 
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any kind, were simply handled by my parents who had 

(arguably) a fifth-grade education with no 

psychological inputs to know that “no homework 

policy” leaves much time to play soccer, war games 

and chess with other boys and time to listen to BBC 

on the radio and really understand the MidEast 

Gordian Knot. 

 

I am in awe of my remarkable parents whose LIFE 

WAS DESTROYED FOUR TIMES IN THE 20TH 

CENTURY.  These events are an integral part of the 

Holocaust and our book will explain it all. 

 

 

NOTE 3 – THE ISRAEL EFFECT 

 

  ●  I spent nearly four years (of the 12-year stay in Israel 1949-

1960) in  

the Army, nearly two years as a paratroop officer.  I was a 

competent warrior.  I stood on Mt. Masada and uttered 

“NEVER AGAIN,” knowing precisely what it means.  The 

reader should basically deduce that personally I will never 

consider myself a victim.  I love Israel immensely and have 

no tolerance for blood libel generating people (whether 

Jewish or not) re Israel. 
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  ●  The following opinion may sound strange to some people, 

but I’ll  

    state it anyway. 

 

      This classification of “Strangeness” stems from the fact that I 

am  

today a conservative (“Rightwing”) holder of convictions that 

are driving the Left batty, and simultaneously I am proudly 

congratulating the Left for important achievements. 

 

The book provides the facts preceding the formation of the 

Israeli State (1948) in which the youth movements of the 

Left, particularly the formers of the multiple Kibbutz 

settlements have turned a malaria riddled, vegetation 

denuded land into a productive region, run by dedicated 

pioneers. 

 

The facts are compelling.  The following example illustrates 

why I laud the Left for achievements. 

 

 

Before getting to officers’ school, I was near certain that I will 

graduate at the top or very near the top of the cadet corps, 

after all, given stellar education in Austria and continued 

private top schools in Israel, my knowledge base was much 

more extensive than the cadets who came from kibbutz 

settlements.  My health classification was excellent, thus 

pointing to the ability to basically withstand the rigors of the 

course.  My certainty of outcome increased.  It didn’t turn out 

that way.  Although I came in respectably, it wasn’t in top ten.  

It was all occupied by Kibbutz members.  They were all 
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quality leaders, well equipped in understanding of the terrain, 

in outsmarting their “enemy” and doing it all with least 

“noise.”  They were New Jews.  The Kibbutz movement 

produced a cadre of superior military leaders that learned 

and taught how to defend their homes against marauding 

bands of terrorists and later attacks from formally trained 

militaries. 

 

In analyzing what I call the “Israel Effect,” the book deals with 

Israeli stellar achievements.  To end this story, the course 

commander chose me to edit the course’s publication and 

certified all of the articles.  

In the long run, history is not kind to utopians of the Left (or 

any other essentially cults) and the country learned how to 

excel using the incentives of the “Profit Fetish.” 

 

 

NOTE 4 – IT IS A NEW “BALLGAME.” 

 

  ●  The rise of Israel from the Holocaust’s ashes is an 

unequivocal  

signal that kicking Jews around is unacceptable and very, 

very expensive.  The book justifies the above assertion. 

Much is changing in the MidEast … 

 

NOTE 5 – THE U.S.A. EFFECT 

 

  ●  It was relatively easy for me to convey the effect of what 

Israel did 
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for me, as a “Finishing Source” for what I believe is a 

complete recovery from the trauma of early childhood.  Here 

is what I told you so far: 

 

1. My parents devised a stiff educational program with 
university  
professors as tutors. 
 

2. They added my early “Independence Acquiring” – 
travelling in Salzburg by myself from age 8. 
 

3. They added a heavy load of Yiddishkeit knowhow. 
 

4. Getting me to Israel and, 
 

(a) Enrolling me in top private schools 
 

(b) Having me join a demanding youth movement 
 

(c) Not insisting that I join them when they left for the U.S. 
when I was 18 years old (1956).  Israel has installed 
the finishing touches that I needed to emerge as a non-
victim, solid warrior, new and well-informed Jew. 

 

●  After “Paying My Taxes” – that is, serving in a fine brigade 

(“Nakhal”  

and later “Nakhal Muznakh”) – basically Kibbutz bound 

soldiers followed in the airborne brigade of paratroopers built 

from the same soldier pool for about four years, I came to the 

U.S. in 1960 and joined my parents and two brothers. 

 

  ●  Upon arrival in August 1960, I immediately became a lucky 

person, 

    and with passing time, I became even luckier.   

The facts are compelling: 

 

(1) I immediately got a job in a research company. 
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      (2)  Due to technical proficiency, had my salary doubled and 

a few 

 months later, doubled again. 

 

(3)   A dean at City College, bypassing regulation, 

matriculated me. 
 

      (4)  My boss fired me because he believed I should go to 

college  

 and gave me a $2,000 check escorting me out of the 

building. 

 

      (5)  In less than six years (1966) of arrival to the U.S., I 

completed  

college and graduate school and became a professor at 

the 

graduate school of what is today NYU-Poly. 

 

      (6)  Had my first invention in 1968 and set up a high-tech 

company 

 and have had a long productive life. 

 

  ●  It is hard to convey the very simple idea that the U.S. is so  

immensely special/uniquely great and, simultaneously, so 

maligned by many I dub as Tom, Dick and Harry – including 

its own large contingent of its citizenry. 

 

      In multiple ways we convey in our books that: 

 

(1)   Europe was a crime scene in three World Wars (Yes, 

three; the 
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1946-1991 was with the Revolutionary Soviet centered 

Totalitarian empire was the longest and quite mean) 

The U.S. cleansed Europe each time and rescued 

winners and  

losers in legendary huge ways – never to be repaid. 
 

(2)   The U.S. has been the world’s economic engine, the 

sheriff who 

  guarded all trade routes. 
 

(3)   There was no disaster anywhere that the U.S. was not 

the first  

 and massive responder. 
 

 The above is just a small set of the incredible U.S. 

generosity. 

 The load was big and heavy and the sheriff is tired of 

helping  

 the thankless. 

 

  ●  When specifically relating the U.S. to the Holocaust beast, it 

    becomes apparent what the U.S. really did. 

 

(1) To win WWII, it produced a liberty ship per day because 

the  

Nazis were proficient in hurting the convoys delivering 

everything (including cigarettes and chewing gum), it 

delivered tens of thousands of aircraft, military and 

civilian.  The targets of largesse included Russia; and 

after the war, to anyone in the sewer called Europe 

(exclude Denmark and Great Britain from this 

characterization.) 
 

    [When the Nazis had a serious manpower shortage, they  
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reverted to massive slave labor use.  When the U.S. had 

a  

manpower shortage, it called on Rosie the Riveter.  She 

not only came to the dance, she learned how to fly the 

planes she produced to the embarkation ports …] 

 

(2) Of all the largesse exhibited by the U.S., many, quite a 

large contingent of its citizenry, remember that the U.S. 

didn’t increase its quota for escapees of the European 

wars.  It is true.  So, yes, the U.S. wasn’t perfect.  

COMPARED TO WHOM? 
 

(3) By supporting the humongous Marshal Plan, the U.S. did 

the lion’s share of lifting the distressed and many 

displaced populations out of dire circumstances. 
 

The book takes on all the aspects of the Holocaust and 

attempts to show the extreme U.S. effort – on all 

aspects, ranging from geopolitical, economic and 

particularly the humane – to get a better functioning 

world. 

 

H. THE HOLOCAUST’S REAL Wars 
 

1. THE FIRST AND MOST OBVIOUS WAR 
 

The most obvious “Holocaust war” category is the significant 

skirmish surrounding the effort to nail down the meaning of the 

term “The Holocaust.” 

 

▲ The popular meaning of the term “The Holocaust” seems 

to be a consensus view.   
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“The Holocaust is the criminal event of killing six million 

European Jews in World War II by the Nazi-ruled Third 

Reich.” 
 

 The above is close enough to the majority popular view. 
 

▲ It is Popularly Very Widely Known that, for eight decades, 

the Largest and Most Thorough Research Project 

(Incorporating humongous data bases) was undertaken 

by government institutions, academies, museums, 

thinktanks, and … 
 

It is Popularly Believed That: 
 

▲ Massacres and genocides are nasty historically frequent 

occurrences and the real bad ones should be 

remembered to minimize future occurrences. 
 

▲ “Remembering” usually means: 
 

•   Recounting (respectfully to victims and families) the 

atrocity,  

condemning the crime perpetrators, and urging to not 

cease remembering. 
 

• A well-prepared speech by some political leader or a 

respected celebrity to attest the importance of the 

occasion. 
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 The Alternative [“Less Consensus”] Meaning of the Term  

“THE HOLOCAUST” 

 

▲ “The Holocaust is the Final Set of Events in a long, 2000-

year sequence of pogroms, atrocities and genocides 

directed specifically at Jews in Asia, North Africa and 

Europe. 

 

Being directed at Jews as a “Race,” it culminated in the 

extermination of six million European Jews in regions 

ruled by German in World War II (“WWII”), primarily 

between year-end 1941 and mid-1945.  

  

It is a singular event, which unlike any other massive 

killing event, involved enormous allocations of resources 

in a multi-front war, meticulous planning due to significant 

shortages of fuel and raw materials, shortage of 

manpower and continental size handling of logistics. 

 

It was, worst of all, executed by a cult, stubbornly clinging 

to a near-theological belief’s flimsy excuse for 

unprecedented hatred, utmost humiliation and maximum 

pain accompanying exterminations. 

 

In its wake, it left a seriously disoriented Jewish survivor 

population (in the millions), a vast number of non-Jewish 

people of honor who couldn’t grasp a country gone 

berserk, a strange and sick admiration for the Holocaust 

implementor’s detailed orderliness (ya, ordnung …), 

paving the way for a smart imitator who “cloaked” 

subjugation of peoples with Totalitarian Kool Aid and who 

extended maximum effort in the 46 years it lasted (1945-
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1991) to make the U.N. dysfunctional and as refuse left a 

whole thriving “small-fish Totalitarian U.N. membership” 

cling to the wish of a world government and a new world 

order with a cancelled past.” 

 

 

 

 

 

2. THE INTELLECTUAL CLASHES 
 

▲ This war is going to be seriously occurring between two 

sets of Jewish groups, BOTH VERY MUSCULAR 

FIGHTERS. 

 

(1) The Progressive Group – primarily left-leaning Jewish  

organizations. 

(2) The Conservative Group – primarily center-right 

Jewish  

organizations. 
 

  ▲ What is the war about? 

 

   •   The answer is contained in PGC’s preferred alternative  

version of the meaning of “The Holocaust.” 

 

• The Progressive Group will never agree that the 

Holocaust is, by definition, the child of most 

Totalitarians.  This view, however, is the centerpiece of 

their opponents’ views. 
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• The Progressive Group believes quite strongly that the 

Holocaust happened, Just Happened.  They say that 

the real enemies of the left-wing organizations in 

Germany in the 1920’s determined that eliminating 

Communists and their many Jewish supporters will 

erase the shameful loss of WWI.  Thus, explaining the 

extreme hatred of Jews is not some flimsy Aryan blood 

purity imperative as the Fascists’ conveniently 

postulate, but a seemingly real cause. 
 

• The Progressive Group has had, for decades, a 

loathing to attack the Soviet Union in any way at any 

time.  After all, the Soviets have been a major 

contributor to destroying the Holocaust monsters. 
 

This loathing has prevented exposing the Soviet 

Totalitarians and shielded them from criticism re the 

numerous hot wars, tepid and cold wars initiated by the 

Soviet surrogates over the entire globe in the 1945-

1991 period.  
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• The Progressive Group has, for decades, strongly 

criticized Israeli policies re settlements building on 

“Arab soil” and harassment of Arabs expressing 

yearning for a Palestinian state.  The Progressives 

claimed that their criticisms come from “Tough Love.” 

 

The Jewish Progressives in the U.S. gain much energy 

from a bunch of Israeli groups whose criticisms of 

Israeli policies provide “Evidence” of Israeli misdeeds. 

 

It is well known to all that there are no saints in the 

MidEast region.  With that knowledge, JS has picked a 

documentary, “The Little Town of Bethlehem,” 

produced by an award-winning writer/director – Jim 

Hanon – who tried hard to be “fair” and “truthful.”  JS 

generated a critique of this little film in the year that the 

“Arab Spring” was on all commentators’ praising lips 

(2011). 

 

PGC has generated opinion pieces, in addition to the 

many relevant stories embedded in the primary and 

companion manuscripts, all aimed to cover substantive 

positions by both Progressives and their opposing 

Jewish groups. 

 

To lower the temperature of the heated debates, the 

knowledge base contains forecasts of the other 

Holocaust wars, the incentives for many warring 

factions to drop all references to Watergate and stop 

cursing in rich languages specifically designed for 

nasty encounters (Arabic and Russian come to mind). 
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3. THE NEXT “REAL WAR” 

 

 ● IT IS ALL ABOUT THE CENTENNIAL 

 

  ▲ An important and probably seminal event is forthcoming 

   -- THE HOLOCAUST’S CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL. 

 

▲ Forgetting, for a moment, that the year to be chosen 

(2035) has not been agreed upon (yet).  For the purpose 

of understanding this Holocaust war, we pick the year 

2035 as the Centennial Year.  It is simply based on the 

year that the Reichstag has passed the Nuremberg Laws 

– essentially a Declaration of War on the Jews. 

 

▲ It does not take excess brain power to know that the 

Centennial Remembrance year will cause multiple issues 

to surface – resulting in considerable kerfuffles.  

 

It is quite likely that the United Nations will initially 

“suggest” and later “demand” that it will be a U.N.-

sanctioned Memorial.  The U.N. loves such shindigs. 

 

Remember that, not long ago, the U.N. arranged for “A 

Year of the Woman” celebration in China – a country that 

historically killed only little female babies.  The chutzpa 

exhibited by the U.N., since its inception, is boundless. 

 

This labyrinth of little leagues of Totalitarian dictators can 

do only one thing competently – it can file fiery and poetic 
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speeches (in five languages) and resolutions.  Multiple 

leeches, attached as NGO’s may, once in a blue moon 

over Timbuktu (my favorite city), rise to a challenge such 

as securing better working conditions for cobra snake 

handlers at the market. 
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[JS was an Israeli Military Intelligence Officer covering Gaza in 1959 

involving continuous skirmishes with U.N. “Peace Keepers.”  JS’ 

experience – “Close and Personal” – dictates his loathing and disdain 

and no redeeming occasions.] 

 

The sins, transgressions and stupidity of the U.N.-Labyrinth needs no 

proof except for the rare occasions such as the Centennial Memorial. 

 

 The reasoning for rejecting U.N. sponsorship of the Centennial are 

simple: 

 

1. The ineptness, fully on display for over seven decades, created a 

formula for handling shindigs: 

 

(a) Form a committee (50 members sounds right …).  Sub 
committees will be formed to satisfy a myriad of demands 
and balancing interests of the different important countries. 
 

(b) Opening speeches (averaging one hour each, 
simultaneously translated and transcribed) covering the 
suffering of every aggrieved group that is permitted to be 
mentioned.  No Tibet, Uyghurs, Chechens, any African big 
massacre (e.g., Darfur, the General in charge of the 
massacre is a member of the committee) no Georgian, 
Ukrainian … etc., etc…  It takes several long weeks for the 
introductory speeches. 

 
(c) The subcommittee in charge of preparing the plan for the 

Centennial Presentation will be having hearings.  Ten 
members involved.  They represent the permanent Security 
Council Countries (“P5”) and Germany, now dubbed “P5 + 
1.”  At U.S. insistence, Israel will be heard to make a case 
for a proper and dignified memorial.  Arguments ensue, and 
months later, the subcommittee will be reassembled to 
report on progress. 
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We could continue this Shaggy Dog story, and knowing the outcome 

in advance, we spare the reader the pain of reading all the 

intermediate gobbledygook. 

 

A report is issued After Five Years.  The Report: 

 

• Condemns “Man’s Inhumanity to Man” 
 

• Strongly emphasizes “The vast racist behavior, 
homophobic and criticizes     practices and 
disrespect for rights of  

discriminated groups under 

extended Colonial Rule by 

Supremacists with lack of 

empathy for vast victims’ groups 

who were jailed, tortured and 

killed protesting their fate. 

 

• Has specific recommendation for the major culprits –  
“Who Know Who They Are” – 

covering: 

Mandatory education programs, 

worldwide 

Mandatory restitution to victims. 

 

Don’t worry, People.  The recommendations were 

generated to have favorite NGO’s get contracts to 

“Plan and Educate” and implement.  The $ amounts 

were all set way back before any efforts were 

exercised. 
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The committee “Bribed” Israel with customary Kool Aid 

consisting of solemn promises to: 

 

•  Reduce the number of vile condemnations of 

Israel from  

1000 to a small, less “tone-ominous” 50 

condemnation between start and 2035 Memorial. 

 

    •  No indictments of Israel for its “Crimes” over 

seven 

   decades and no imposition of sanctions. 
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4. NAILING DOWN “WHY DID THE HOLOCAUST HAPPEN.” 
 

■ The Geopolitical Skirmishes About Nailing Down the Question:  

Why Did the Holocaust Occur? 

 

▲ So far, we wonder, why this question has not been nailed 

after all the years (since 1945), all the talent (thousands 

of researchers) in hundreds of stellar institutions 

worldwide, near infinite budgets, enormous and reliable 

data (including the key culprits near perfect record 

keeping). 

 

▲ It looks like we will be wondering a lot more years unless 

some of the following occurs: 

 1. Answers, even if partial only, to much easier questions, 

so that the big question can be attacked better and faster.  

Try some of the following: 

 

1.1 Why the hell did numerous pogroms occur in 

Poland after just months from the total 

collapse of the Nazi beast? 

   Jewish blood spilled in Holocaust has not yet 

clotted. 

   No and’s, if’s and but’s are acceptable.   

   If Poland wants to get a “Get Out of Jail Pass” 

–  

and based on recent indications, Poland 

seems to want such a pass and has a sober 

way to deal with idiots who wanted to convert 

a death camp to a large meat products 

enterprise (sausage, me thinks …). 
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1.2 Same question directed at Baltic States, 

Ukraine and Belarus. 
 

1.3 What is it about Argentina, accepting 

Eichmann, Mengele and their ilk?  Argentina 

has never accounted for the destruction of a 

thriving Jewish Center in Buenos Aires. 
 

1.4 What happened to New Zealand – a truly 

NICE country – which published official maps 

without Israel on it. 
 

1.5 What happened in Ukraine in 1919 where 

massive pogroms occurred and the 

information was whitewashed? 
 

1.6 Why does a President of France refer to Israel 

as “The Little Shitty Country” not remembering 

the French refusal, after a colossal/fast defeat, 

to deliver their Navy to the Allies and 

necessitating the sinking of this fleet.  This 

question is serious.  It is directed at a country 

that insists to have all their encounters with 

Totalitarians end in disasters. 
 

1.7 What is it about the U.N. which tolerates the 

N. Korea asylum, the Armageddon devotees 

of Iran, the Assad repeated massacres, the 

11,000 Generals of Saddam’s Army, the idiots 

in Egypt’s Moslem Brotherhood unseating 

Mubarak, the unstoppable attacks on Israel 

from the first day of its birth to today, and … 

and … 
 

And we didn’t Even “Scratch the Surface” of 

this great list – we keep a copy for better days 

to come. 
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We stand willingly in the accused corner of 

being “Deplorable” and “Irredeemable,” 

knowing full well that none of the above (and 

the other 1000 questions not yet posed) will 

be asked. 
 

However, Dear Reader, as bad as the 20th 

Century was, especially for Jews, the bad 

guys lost World Wars I, II and Three (That’s 

with the Soviets). 

 

 

 

 

J. IMPLEMENTATION PLANS   
 

1. PREFACE 
 

PGC will utilize the extensive Knowledge Base to implement the following 

plans: 

 

• “Program 2035” is the plan associated with: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What will PGC do to generate effective programs/products to 

remember the Holocaust, combat the Totalitarian malignancy 

and respect the umbilical connection of Jews with Israel after 

millennia of “Homelessness.” 
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• “Program JV” is the plan associated with: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Together, with these two programs, PGC is likely to: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upon formation, PGC will claim to have a Very Rich Knowledge Base to 

enable the production of many educational products related to the 

Holocaust.  IT IS A TALL CLAIM. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Effective, orderly launch of PGC including establishing 

business relationships with capable business partners.   

 

This program is aimed to cover PGC’s lack of the artistic 

“Golden Touch” required for some products. 

 

Expand its coverage of Holocaust and cover other 

deranged/malignant practices of near-theological 

Totalitarians. 
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2. ON THE WAY TO ANSWERS, WE ASK SOME QUESTIONS 

 

CONSIDER:   

 

(Q1) Given:  Most major German effective and vaunted industrial 

operations and  

associated substantive scientific knowhow, why did they choose to 

employ vast numbers of “slave labor” – undernourished and thus 

mostly severely underproductive, under inhumane working 

conditions, sanitary and medical deficiencies, knowing full well that 

replacements of multitudes of sick and dying workers put an undue 

pressure on replacement transportation, output quality, timely 

material supplies and cause a huge moral stigma on all who 

participated in these practices. 

 

(Q2) To what extent did the pathological hatred of Jews expressed by all 

the German elites unleashed in them a general collapse of humane 

treatments of non-Jews among them. 

 

(Q3) The moral thresholds associated with depraved treatment of Jews 

were breached, why didn’t the villains go all the way – why didn’t they 

shoot, gas or poison huge numbers of Jews at once? 

 

(Q4) Was there any – REPEAT, ANY – moral threshold to stop or slow 

down deranged practices? 
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[This is reminiscent of Abraham’s arguing with God about how many 

decent  

people exist in Sdom (Sodom).  Abraham lost, there seemed to be a 

severe scarcity,] 

 

Only Satan could concoct the following true event:  When the war 

was over, the systemic brutality of the Nazis continued.  “British 

troops were advancing on Neuengamme (a labor camp in northern 

Germany).”  Further: 

 

“Hitler has committed suicide a few days earlier, and S.S. Chief 

Heinrich Himmler had given orders not to surrender the camps with 

their prisoners.  Guards put some 8,000 inmates onto two ships, the 

Cap Arcona and the Thielbeck.  On May 3, a British Air Force 

squadron, knowing nothing about the ships’ human cargo, bombed 

and sank them.”  (El Paso Times, “Retracing a lost life,” 12/18/2006).  

The Nazis knew that German warships would be certain targets for 

allied bombers. 

 

 

 

 

(Q5) Can you point to clearly stated and verifiable facts that the Nazis had 

moral 

thresholds?  If you can, how do you explain the inexplicable in Nazi 

behavior? 
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After committing incredible crimes against Jews and humanity, the 

Nazis had AN INCREDIBLE CRAVING FOR ALL OF IT TO BE 

“LEGAL.” 

  

To hate Jews, they needed to precisely define who are and why they 

hate the Jew.  The Nuremberg Laws have multiple Jew types.  They 

created old peoples’ homes and a concentration camp for special 

Jew types.  A vivid continuous string of stories in PGC’s Knowledge 

Base describes life in Theresienstadt as experienced by Dr. Theodor 

H. Troller I (“TTI”).  Theresienstadt was truly a “Potemkin Village” 

concoction.  For Swiss visitors at the camp, especially Red Cross 

types, there were cafes, concerts, a children’s opera was performed 

multiple times. 
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The facts about Theresienstadt do tell that the camp had built a 

crematorium to burn about 170 bodies per day due to high disease 

rates and worse: the children who performed the opera were all 

shipped to Auschwitz.  Of the 15,000 children who came to the camp, 

only 100 survived (6/10 of 1%). 

 

Another fact we gleaned from TTI letters point to a hot legal battle 

that TTI conducted with the Nazi legal system regarding his paternity 

of his alleged daughter.  The Satan’s offspring did have a legal 

system to which they stubbornly adhered to.  It was based, however, 

on demented premises and even worse practices. 

 

As it turns out, the Totalitarian monster regimes of the Fascist and 

Communist varieties (the real partners of the Holocaust) don’t suffer 

from lack of legality, they suffer from caricature legal structures all 

based on “advancing for the common good” practices that kill 

individual freedoms, especially of thought. 

 

(Q6) The sequence of the previous questions dealt with the seeming need 

to explain Nazi practices.  We clearly felt that AN INTEGRAL PART 

OF THE HOLOCAUST CONSIST OF THE INABILITY TO 

PROPERLY EXPLAIN THE DEEDS OF THE BEASTS. 

 

 A few strange thoughts have crossed our path.  The common thread 

of these “strange thoughts” is rather simple (we like “simple”): 

 

(a) We don’t need “full bodied explanations” for everything we said in 

(Q1) to (Q5).  Let historians’ struggle.  They search, they argue, 

they bring soap to archives to wash off the dust they accumulate 
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at information depositions and every so often they find a jewel, 

publish it, make a decent living and make engineering types like 

us think deeper and better because of their efforts. 
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(b) We know with certainty that when discussing, filming, arguing 

about the Holocaust among ourselves, we should wear kid gloves 

– nothing vulgar.  It really is too important.   

 

We who play or intend to play in this arena, actually know some 

things with certainty, For Instance: 

 

(c) The Fascist Totalitarians played a key role in causing the disaster.  

With them, we wear no kid gloves.  We use Lenin’s dictum: “You 

stick the knife in.  If it’s mush, keep sticking in.  If it’s hard, 

withdraw.”  We should add: “Find a new location to stick the knife 

in.” 

 

The world is full of smallish Totalitarians.  They occupy valuable 

seats in international bodies (U.N. and all its subsidiaries), some 

control governments now (Venezuela, Zimbabwe, etc.) some will 

soon control governments (South Africa, many countries in Africa 

and Central America). 

 

This wonderful list of Jew and Israel haters is joined by most 

opinion-maker newspapers, very many cultural and academic 

institutions. 

 

 

(d) Among the strange thoughts about the mass killings occurring 

quite often was the thankless attitude of U.S. Allies towards the 

U.S. – the sheriff that saved their bacon repeatedly in the 20th 

Century. 
 

These Allies get weaker and weaker as the years of the 20th 

Century ticked away.  With this allegiance deficiency, the allies 

became more and more APPEASEMENT ORIENTED WHICH, IN 

TURN, ENCOURAGED THE TOTALITARIANS TO BE MORE AND 
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MORE AGGRESSIVE.  The Allies appeasements were visible and 

obvious: 

• Germans intervened in Spain, just prior to WWII. 

• The Italians played tough with Ethiopia. 

• The Japanese were ruthless with Manchuria and China. 

 
 

 

 

(e) A rather frightening occurrence happened when the French Navy 

had to be sunk in North Africa on July 3, 1940 for fear it will fall in 

Germany’s lap. 
 

It should by now be clear that the term “Holocaust” is meant to 

encompass: 

 

1. As context, the entire 20th Century European history – its three 

world wars, its weak-spined democracies with appeasement 

tendencies facing tough, revenge seeking extremely capable 

axis powers. 
 

2. A killing machine never before appearing in numerous wars 

over millennia. 
 

3. An ideologically driven, near theologically powered to believe in 

inevitable victories of the Totalitarian forces against unprepared 

European democracies who practically lost each war they were 

in. 
 

4. A real 100-year sheriff, a colossal economic, military and 

scientific power who performed the spectacular feat of 

destroying three ideologically driven authoritarian empires and 

save both winners and losers from collapse. 
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5. A stiff-necked Jewish people, “homeless” for two millennia who 

survived an unprecedented disaster, rising to achievement of 

unprecedented dimensions. 
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3. SOME THOUGHTS LEADING TO CONVICTIONS  

 

After a long and near-Herculean effort to visualize and verbalize what a 

decent Centennial Holocaust Memorial should consist of, the PGC Team 

has arrived at some conclusions, each varying in our belief regarding the 

importance of that conclusion. 

 

I was told and I buy the opinion that wearing very tight shoes forces you to 

focus on that fact, and on the pain and suffering it produces, that you seem 

to have solved all the other problems that preoccupied you just before the 

wearing of the tight shoes. 

 

I was also advised by many of my friends who know about the Holocaust 

Project that concentrating enormous efforts on “Comprehensive Solutions” 

may not be the better way.  To attack a bunch of less-than-colossal tasks 

may be a simpler way of attacking big issues with the hope of a reasonable 

success.  An example will illustrate. 

 

Throughout all the voluminous segments that we wrote, we kept repeating 

the mantra that: 
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The mantra presents a very serious problem.  The first two components are 

not difficult to answer.  NEAR-INFINITE DATA IS AVAILABLE FROM NEAR 

IMPECABLE SOURCES – ARCHIVES, ACADEMIC INSTITUTIONS, 

MUSEUMS, AND SURPRISINGLY, METICULOUS AND THOROUGH 

NAZI-GENERATED DATA. 

 

The third component is a trouble maker.  Consider: 

 

• It troubles professionals, primarily historians, who want and need to 

explain thoughts and deeds.  They try and come out short.  Some 

arrive, as the German historian who postulated that obnoxious deeds 

were actually profitable for Nazis.  Assets of many types were 

confiscated, gold teeth, rings and jewelry augmented all the art, real 

estate, bank deposit boxes, etc., it all added up.  Social sciences 

people worry that in the absence of explaining “Why?”, it is harder to 

analyze and understand how will Holocausts not be repeated. 

 

 

WE KNOW THAT: 

(1) WHAT the Nazis did was a major CRIME AGAINST THE JEWS. 

(2) HOW the Nazis did it is a major CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY. 

(3) WHY the Nazis did it is INEXPLICABLE. 
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• It troubles the German Government and their civil societies to have 

the biblical Cain’s mark on them.  They did make Herculean efforts to 

“Do Good” for survivors and instill policies and laws.  It is tough to 

walk around with Cain’s mark. 

 

• It troubles several governments who worry about being tagged as 

having treated “Their Jews” rather badly.  World War II ended in 

Europe on May 8, 1945.  Within months of the WWII’s end, serious 

pogroms against Jews occurred in Poland, in Ukraine.  WWII Jewish 

blood has not clotted yet. 

 

• Many governments are troubled having refused to provide refuge to 

Jews who escaped from the European killing fields, and the news 

became known.  The Roosevelt solid name of wartime superior 

leader was soiled by U.S. refusal to accept Jewish refugees in large 

numbers.  It is the U.S.A. that inflicted God’s wrath on the worst 

criminals of all times.  It was Eisenhower who, after being solidly 

informed of the Nazi crimes, cut the POWs’ rations – all in anger – by 

50%. 

 

 

• It troubles the Russians.  Even though they had advanced degrees in 

learning how to cause genocides (e.g., millions dead Ukrainians left 

to die of a malignant Russian attempt to force starvation in 

“Sovietized” Ukraine), the Russian POWs were used as “Slave Labor” 

in the German military production plans inflicting enormous 

casualties. 

 

• Worst of All, it troubles Israel and all worldwide dispersed Jews who:  

(1) Were the prime target of history’s worst crime and (2) Were left 

with incredible scars and insatiable demands for revenge against 

Germany and many collaborators. 
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• At the end of the day, none of the anger we feel matters much.  

Nobody, to this day, has come with a smidgin of explanation to allay 

any fears of genocidal replications and a repeat of a Holocaust. 

 

• At one point in time, in 1991, when Gorbachev announced the death 

of the Soviet Union, a ray of hope shined in.  WWIII has just ended 

with all the hot, tepid and cold wars and battles just stopped. 

 
A huge opportunity to rearrange world order was missed and the 

price is being paid today is a direct result of missing opportunities.   

 

Consider: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Throughout all the writeups (eyewitness manuscripts, opinion pieces, 

and documentaries) we kept accusing the Totalitarian mindset with all 

the crimes exhibited by Holocaust perpetrators. 

 
Every Tom, Dick and Harry, not just us, got used to compare every 

dictatorial creep to Hitler and all their followers as Fascists the same 

 

We can’t believe, and are unlikely to easily believe, any explanation re: 

WHY did the Nazis commit all those crimes against all those people 

with all that venom and all that effort that only super crazies can 

contemplate. 
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way that Carl Bernstein makes sure to grandly announce that any 

deed he doesn’t like “is worse than Watergate.”  

  
Many a time I wish that we and these famous “Tom, Dick and Harry” 

stop the very frequent Hitler comparisons and the Watergate 

judgements. 

 
Wishing won’t, on its own, get us there.  I don’t really know what will.  

But, I do know that I’ve had reasonable breakthroughs when I forced 

the self-discipline required to stop shouting, talk quietly to friend and 

foe, put on the tight shoes to keep knowing and remembering that I 

can periodically take them off when I reward myself with a definitive 

breakthrough – even if it is just small and the scope is limited.   

 

Having lived a long time, I further know that if I have an ingrown 

toenail (which hurts), and ugly zit on my cheek (doesn’t hurt, but is 

ugly) and a serious hair loss (doesn’t hurt, really isn’t that ugly, yet 

induces long term “looks” worry) – I do not attempt a “Comprehensive 

Solution.”  I go after the ingrown toenail, when done and I feel better, I 

go after the zit and only then (feel better, look better) I devote 

attention to some Kool Aid that might do something to the hair loss 

(knowing full well that, at best the Kool Aid will only marginally help). 
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If you live long enough, you can learn a lot from just dealing with a 

myriad of problems you faced that weren’t colossal and didn’t require 

comprehensive visions.  In 1966 (at the ripe age of 28), I became a 

young professor and being so proud of myself that I got a jacket with 

patches at the elbows and got a pipe to play with while discussing 

weighty issues with my “colleagues.”  

 

Today, much older and a bit wiser, I can afford to deal with 

convictions, beliefs, and small (yet satisfying) solutions to some 

annoying little problems.  

 

I have time, so let me illustrate some of my convictions. 

 

4. SOME USEFUL CONVICTIONS 

 

In this blessed 1966 year, I lived in New York City’s West End Avenue 

in a many-room apartment.  I did not need all those rooms, but, we 

leave this conviction for later in our discourse.  When I just moved in, 

I took a shower that morning and “DISASTER” ensued … 

 

In the midst of enjoying the bliss of a perfect-temperature water flow, 

the water got instantly hot, very hot.  Instead of just jumping away 

from the scalding water, I moved my hand quickly to the cold-water 

faucet.  Two bad things happened: (1) I got scalded by the hot water 

(2) Right after the scalding, I froze from the cold-water stream that 

followed. 
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 There are numerous lessons embedded here: 

 

(1) You have to understand that while you are comfortably enjoying 

the blissful shower, somebody in the building may flush a toilet 

which will utilize cold water and making your shower water be 

hotter.  Don’t spend contemplation time.  The system in an old 

building (no matter how fashionable) needs time to stabilize.  Jump 

out and wait.   

 

PATIENCE IS BLISS... 

 

 

(2) If you want more benefits from the experience, you can mark both 

faucets (hot and cold) and prior to getting into the shower, you let 

the starting temperature stabilize.  This will save time and water … 

 

(3) If you want even more benefits from the experience, try to 

understand that moving to parts of New Mexico is a bad idea 

because the water problems (not just temperature …) are 

numerous.  Ask my daughter …  NO GOOD VIEWS CAN 

COMPETE WITH CONVOLUTED REGULATIONS … 

 

I ran several R&D companies, each usually associated with a 

particular technological invention.  For one of these, Veripen Inc., I 

invented a high security identity verification system desired by the 

U.S. military.  A member of an upper-class family in England (Aircraft 

and other businesses) wished to introduce this technology in 

England. 
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I took a team of engineers and joined our host in Manchester.  We 

spent the day demonstrating the systems.  By about 6 pm, we were 

done and all of us were hungry.  Our host packed all of us into his 

Mercedes (he was also a race car driver).  It took about an hour to 

get to a spectacular restaurant (“Bells of Peover”) – a very ancient 

monastery with gorgeous flower gardens and great décor).  Like 

ducklings, we lined up behind our host and marched into this fine 

eatery. 
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Our host approached the maître d’ (“the penguin”) and announced his 

own Lordship’s name and his American guests’ wishes to honor this 

great eatery. 

 

The penguin had a sad face and was sorry to make his own 

announcement that HE VERY MUCH REGRETTED BEING UNABLE 

TO ACCOMMODATE BECAUSE THIS ESTABLISHMENT 

REQUIRES RESERVATIONS SIX MONTHS IN ADVANCE. 

 

Nearly crestfallen, our host suggested that we go back to 

Manchester.  We all lined up and followed our host to his car. 

 

Right then, it occurred to me that hunger is a high motivator for 

courageous action.  I thought I detected a bit of “Too-Much-Sorrow” in 

the penguin’s refusal to accommodate us.  

 

I broke all protocol.  Informed our host, moving toward his car, that I 

will be right back.  Without much ado, I turned and went back to the 

eatery. 

 

The penguin smiled and looked like he’d listen. 

“There are two possibilities,” I said.  “One is, I bribe you, and the 

other is you have pity on hungry Americans, which shall it be?” 

 

He didn’t hesitate.  He can’t be bribed.  He owns the place.  We are 

all welcome to march back to the bar, wait a bit, and then be seated. 
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Our host didn’t like it, murmured something and all followed me back. 

 

The food was outstanding, beating the prejudice that England is not a 

food superpower.  The bill, which I paid, was very reasonable given 

the quality and the atmospherics.  I stayed. 
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The penguin came over.  I asked him about a final verdict re bribe or 

pity.  He replied “No Bribe” and “No Pity.”  He is tired, he said, of 

pulling rank by certain British upperclassmen.  He led me to a corner 

of the bar, pointed out a row of Cognac bottles.  He informed me that 

the bottles have passport, real ones.  Legend has it that travel 

improves the Cognac.  “Pick” – he said, and pointed to one he 

favored.  He named the price, I paid it.  He promised to deliver to my 

hotel (He did.)  I smiled and thanked him.  I had a plausible excuse 

about the penguin liking of Americans. 

 

In my long-life experience, I discovered that, at important junctures, 

being decisive and clear works.  After all, the dinner was a less than 

“important event.”  Other than an extra two hours of hunger does not 

deserve more than a trivial aggravation.   

 

And yet, a whole big cultural lesson emanates from this true tale.  

Surprisingly, there is a business lesson somewhere lurking. 

 

I gave him clear choices; he intelligently responded by refusing my 

formulation, he invented a counter for which he had (probably) 

success in the past.  There was no kabuki dancing shticks attempting 

upmanships. 

 

I provided this example because I am uniquely aware how hard it will 

be to generate, even in a small way, a meaningful Centennial 

Memorial with many cooks in the kitchen.  Diplomacy will be a unique 

requirement. 
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There is a good reason why PGC is attempting to overwhelm the 

attendants of this presentation with a vast amount of data in its Knowledge 

Base.  It is to demonstrate: 

 

(1.) We probably have enough stories to offer to a venture partner who 

is savvy in film productions.  We actually produced several 

manuscripts very quickly to make it attractive to a partner with a 

“Golden Touch” when it comes to have seriously good films.  We 

don’t have it; WE NEED IT AND WE KNOW THAT IT ISN’T 

CHEAP. 

 

(2.) Our eyewitness storylines cover a wide variety of characters 

ranging from Jewish heritage deniers, to Jewish intellectuals who 

converted to Catholicism and were still exterminated in a 

concentration camp designed for “Privileged Jews” 

(Theresienstadt).  This extended to Jews who ferociously fought 

the hyenas with murderous “never forgive” intent (having their 

sensitivities “deadened” by their families’ murder) by German 

scientists with Jewish ancestry who took a particular revenge via 

becoming TRUE AMERICAN PROLIFIC INVENTOR who can 

proudly take credit for serious Nazis’ defeat – and as the TV 

commercial shouts, “We have the meats” to prove it.  WE ARE 

LOOKING TO LINK WITH SANDWICH MAKERS. 

 
(3.) Our eyewitness storylines have a reasonable degree of geo-

political savvy, it is based on long experience of involvement in 

Post Gorbachev Russia and Ukraine, major U.S.-based large-

scale project with U.S.’ “Who’s Who” companies and U.S. military 

– ALL INVOLVEMENTS LASTING FOR YEARS. 
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Our eyewitness characters have extensive knowhow with advanced 

technology joint efforts with Israeli companies, an experience we cherish. 

 

(4.) We have generated Companion Manuscripts which are fictional – 

NONE OF THEM FAR FETCHED – for the singular purpose of 

focusing our and viewers/readers/listeners to our intellectual 

products (films, documentaries, books, plays and recordings) 

without worrying about the “politics.” 

 

We give all our views/prejudices/hopes and curses (in Russian, 

Arabic – these are juicy – and in English to remain somewhat 

polite) up front and center. 

 

PLEASE NOTE CAREFULLY: 

 

     ● The “P5 + 1” Iran Deal will be, most likely, re-signed with a 

country that  

will have the bomb, will have the missiles to deliver, who wishes 

Armageddon, soon, who wishes death to Jews, soon, and 

believes that “Allah will Provide.” 

 

●  THE HOLOCAUST IS NOT OVER.  Just because the ugly Nazi 

and  

Communist Totalitarians were defeated, does not mean that the 

garbage they left behind was cleansed.  It continues 

INEXPLICABLY with a new variant of malignant Totalitarians.  

We try hard to expose the widely expanding effect of the new 

siren songs. 
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(5.) We have generated Companion Manuscripts which are fictional – 

NONE OF THEM FAR FETCHED – that deal with fundamental 

important beliefs. 

 

●  The realization by the U.S. intellectual enemies that defeating 

the U.S. 

requires an economy that is vastly superior to what they can 

marshal on their own.  THEY TRIED COMPETITION AND 

WERE DEFEATED.  The left has always had a vast supply of 

intellectual warriors.  They took control of education and are at 

it with a vengeance. 
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5. A GLANCE AT 

HOLOCAUST CENTENNIAL IMPLEMENTATION OBSTACLES 

 

● PGC believes that its mission requires the availability of films,  

documentaries, recorded speeches, recorded debates and plays.  

Each category, serves a reasonably defined purpose. 

The above necessitates an organized multi-year plan. 

 

● PGC plans to start operations by mid-2023 and quickly generate 

realistic production targets culminating in 2035 – the very important 

year for Holocaust Remembrance and for PGC’s role in it.  2035 is 

the Holocaust’s Centennial Year given the enactment of the 

Nuremberg Laws in 1935.  

 

●  It seems important to have a maximum impact memorial thus 

necessitating the generation of “Intellectual Products” quite early. 

 

● PGC realistically expects multiple impediments that will, most likely, 

affect  

     implementation: 

 

    ■ PGC is too new, too small (and “Who has ever heard of them …) to 

even 
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attempt to have and execute a plan that is so very ambitious. 

 

    ■ We expect many countries, multiple international organizations, a 

gaggle of  

Jewish organizations – all for rational reasons – to “combat” for a role 

in the  

Centennial Memorial(s). 

  

 

 

 

 

     

     

• From the start of 2023 to the start of 2035 

There are 12 years to get very much done including: Educating a 

diverse (and difficult) audience with preparatory education 

products, producing high quality interesting center pieces for the 

Memorial, testing audience reaction to films, documentaries and 

books and, God forbid, making non-trivial changes midway. 

 

     ■ Assuming that a “Realistic Product Line” – satisfying (more or less …) 

the 
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“Maximum Impact” objective – is decided early enough.  What is it? 

  

 We list the product line. 

 

 

    ■ Taking the obstacles into account, PGC decided to enter the fray with 

an  

impressive debut. 
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6. “COMBAT” FOR POSITION IN THE HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL 
 

● Many nations have suffered from huge genocides by their own 

leaders.  The 20th Century saw frightening examples.  Stalin 

confessed to Churchill having to get rid of millions of Russians who 

didn’t follow his dictat.  Mao, unleashing “Permanent Revolutions” did 

even more killing than Stalin.  Pol Pot did mass Cambodian killings.  

Many sizeable minority groups were killed en masse on all 

continents, including indigenous people in South America, Uyghurs in 

China, religious minorities in Syria, female babies aborted en masse 

in China and untold number of ethnic groups in Africa. 

 

 Many of the victims in the above categories couldn’t and still can’t 

express their grievances in a suitable way.  There should be zero 

doubt that the brutalized people will seek a U.N.-type memorial yearly 

event sponsored by this seemingly authoritative institution.  Given 

that the large number of members in the General Assembly will cause 

a flowery resolution to pass and as usually happens, it will be filed – 

they are experts in filing fine resolution … 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WE FORECAST THAT NOTHING CONSTRUCTIVE WILL 

HAPPEN.  REMEMBER “THE YEAR OF THE WOMAN” A U.N.-

SPONSORED EVENT – IT OCCURRED IN CHINA WHILE CHINA 

WAS MASSIVELY KILLING FEMALE BABIES BECAUSE THEY 

GROW UP TO BE WOMEN. 
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In frustration, the aggrieved people might agree to a U.N. sponsored 

“Day of Remembrance” for ALL the victims.  That is bad enough but it 

could be much worse, the “Victim Group” might include the Holocaust 

victims.  The worst crime in history will be severely diluted, it will wind 

up as a well filed set of speeches about “how awful can man be to 

others.” 

  

 

● Many nations believe that they have suffered terrible injustice given 

repeated accusations of atrociously mistreating “Their Jews” during 

and after the Holocaust killings in 1939 to 1945.  Poland, Ukraine and 

the Baltic states have been accused of killing Jews during the period 

that the Molotov-Ribbentrop Agreement was in force.  Poland was 

divided into Russian and German zones in 1939-1941.  The Russian 

“Sovietized” their Polish zone to the chagrin of the Polish citizenry.  

Same happened in the Baltics.  The irate citizenry tended to blame 

Jews for supporting collectivization of the economy and loss of their 

freedoms.  Some Jews may have supported the “Sovietization” steps 

and thus became targets of hate.  It wasn’t hard at that time to 

support Soviets preferably over the Nazis.  Historians have viciously 
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argued to this day about this in numerous professional journals and 

conferences. 

 

 

 

● There are a significant number of nations who would want to have a 

say, in whatever form, in the unsponsored “Day of Remembrance” 

because they significantly contributed in defeating the Nazi-Alliance.  

The Russians are an obvious example of this class.  Because their 

investment was actually huge, they will demand a leadership position 

in the drafting of resolutions and, most importantly, they will demand 

a leadership position in the planning and execution of the Holocaust 

 

WE FORECAST, AND IT ISN’T HARD TO DO, THAT NOTHING 

CONSTRUCTIVE WILL HAPPEN OTHER THAN SOME FINE RESOLUTIONS 

WHICH, AS TRADITION PREVAILS, WILL BE PROPERLY FILED.  

COUNTRIES LIKE POLAND, LITHUANIA, LATVIA AND UKRAINE WILL VOTE 

FOR SOME “DAY OF REMEMBRANCE” WHICH WILL COVER ALL 

AGGRIEVED.  

 

 

PGC BELIEVES THAT WHATEVER DIPLOMATIC WISDOM AND LUCK WILL 

BE OPERATIVE, THAT POST-WWII POGROMS, SOME IN 1945 

(IMMEDIATELY UPON WWII END), IN POLAND AND ITS NEIGHBORHOOD 

WILL BE SEPARATELY AND INTELLIGENTLY HANDLED.  YOU DO NOT 

SPILL BLOOD THAT HASN’T CLOTTED YET FROM THE MALIGNANT 

HOLOCAUST.  ADD:  NEVER AGAIN. 
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Centennial Memorial event(s).  As U.N. tradition shows: “Whatever 

Lola wants, Lola gets.”  Songs are rarely wrong …) 

 

 Several other nations will attempt to show (and some actually did) 

that they accepted Jews as escapees from the European Hell during 

Nazi rule and several years thereafter.  China is among those, as 

were many mini-dictators in mid and South Americas. 

 

● Adding to all the above are a sizeable group of nations, Israel-hating 

countries, who love to accuse Israel of causing “Holocausts” for 

Palestinians – many of whom will join ONE HUGE COMMITTEE 

WHO WILL CREATE AN ABOMINATION OF A CENTENNIAL 

HOLOCAUST REMEMBRANCE. 

 

 It is near certain that, if the huge committee will actually exist, the 

above result is near obviously certain. 
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● The real threat to a dignified and fitting Holocaust Centennial 

Memorial may come from rather surprising quarters. 

    ■ Assuming the U.N. committee (huge, very diverse, very noisy, low 

morals,  

low morale, many Jew and Israel hating, well spoken and groomed) 

was formed and tasked with planning and executing the tasks of 

creating a historically fitting event of monumental stature. 

It is easy to forecast the automatic visceral Israel displeasure pointing 

to all the ideological faults that will be there – with certainty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

    

There are reasonably adequate reasons for including each of the  

mentioned countries.  We will cover the reasons below. 

 

   SOMETHING WILL HAVE TO GIVE: 

 

(1) Either Israel withdraws from participating in this shindig, and 

creates one of its own 

OR 

(2) Israel diplomatically succeeds to convince the U.S., Germany, 

Britain, Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Canada and Poland to join 

a separate and distinct event, separate from whatever the U.N. 

committee will do (including the case that it will do nothing.) 
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     ■  It is not difficult to forecast German displeasure with such an “exalted  

committee.” 

 

Given what Germany has done re Holocaust, it wants, needs, and will  

extend all effort to remove the Nazi curse from its body politic.  To 

date, it 

has made Herculean efforts to help survivors.  It needs to come 

clean; the 

Centennial Memorial is its ticket. 

 

It needs to be unequivocally on Israel’s side on this one. 

    

    ■  The U.S., as the major victor over the Fascists, and the major victor 

over  

the seemingly undefeatable revolutionary Socialist worldwide 

alliance, needs one more exhibition of its power. 

 The Nazi-centered alliance was pure evil. 

 

The Holocaust was a logical outcome of a pure evil malignancy.  The 

U.S. was the exemplary pure good sheriff who, in three world wars in 

a row showed how the world was saved, HOW GENEROUS THE 
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SHERIFF WAS EVEN WITH EVIL LOSERS and it is now BEING 

TESTED AGAIN. 

 

The mixing of all grievances with the Holocaust, does not allow a new 

U.S. massage to be broadcast clearly. 

 

The new message by the U.S. must have RED LINES TO NEVER BE 

CROSSED. 

 

BY PRESENTING VERY FEW RED LINES WILL MAKE STRONG 

RESPONSES RARE, YET CERTAIN.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

A Fine Example:  NO NUKES FOR IRAN. 

 

IRAN WANTS A “FINAL SOLUTION” FOR GOOD, IT HAS 

ALL THE TOTALITARIAN MALIGNANCY OF THE NAZIS, IT 

HAS STRONG POWERS’ SUPPORT – CHINA, RUSSIA, 

AND IT HAS THE FUNDS IT FOOLED THE WEST TO 

SUPPLY FOR DECADES NOW. 
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■  Britain has had the IMMENSE GUTS, AND CHURCHILL’S RESOLVE 

TO  

BE ALONE, when Nazi fortunes seemed overwhelming.  The Brits 

are likely to do the opposite of French action.  As Hemingway is my 

witness, vénalité and stupidité will cause the French to be in a typical 

U.N.-type bind, requiring their Navy to be sunk … 

 

   ■ Finland and Denmark have been tough little countries (They can’t 

help it.   

Their languages are so tough to master, they must rely on good 

deeds to be liked).  The Finns fought the Soviets at the early WWII 

stage and recognized the reality of being neutral for the second part 

of the 20th Century – but now they had enough, since the butchery in 

Ukraine. 

 

   ■ Sweden, the customary neutral, has had it with Russian butchery in 

Ukraine  

and is likely to part from typical U.N. treatment of evil doers.  A U.N. 

committee of renegades will not now be their choice. 

 

   ■ In WWII the Danes have exhibited an unusual courage.  They 

shipped “Their  
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Jews” to neutral Sweden, thus saving most of them.  It was their 

pesky insistence that allowed Red Cross to visit the Theresienstadt 

Concentration Camp, helping the awful inhabitants some moments of 

respite.  
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7. TIMING CONSTRAINTS 
 

● We wish to mention timing constraints, early in the analysis and 

forecasts  

because of simple “Facts of Life” associated with this large project. 

 

 

    ■ Leaving the details for later, it is possible to determine the products  

we will need to have for an impactful Centennial Memorial in 2035. 

 The “Intellectual Products” fall into categories: 

 

• PRIMARY – “MUST HAVE” FILMS 

• PRIMARY – “MUST HAVE” DOCUMENTARIES. 

• PRIMARY – VIDEO PRESENTATION – “GOOD TO HAVE” 

RECORDED SPEECHES 

RECORDED DEBATES 
 

    ■ The Primary – “Must Have” films category implies at least three films 

– each  

attractive to a specific targeted audience.  Each is a 

“Flagship” category allowing other films to be linked to the 

particular primary film. 

 

 The Primary Films have the following targeted viewers: 

• GENERAL PUBLIC 

• PRIMARILY JEWISH PUBLIC 
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• PRIMARILY JEWISH YOUTH 

 

 

 

 

PGC believes that the general public-targeted film will have to be first 

out of production.  However, to make it an effective film, several 

secondary products are necessary in order to gain context – 

understanding by the viewers and having better reviews. 

     

    ■ The main mission of secondary products is to provide a solid 

background for the “Golden Touch” artists who’ll be given a “Finished 

Script” for every product.  Given the forecast this far, we estimate 12 

years – although seemingly a long time – are actually insufficient to 

have the first-rate products that PGC feels obligated to produce. 

 However, 

 PGC IS QUITE FORTUNATE TO HAVE HAD ITS FOUNDERS 

SPEND MANY MAN YEARS TO GET A KNOWLEDGE BASE THAT 

WILL ENABLE ITS MISSION TO HOPEFULLY SUCCEED.  

 

 In simple terms, PGC can compress production by a rough estimate 

of 50%.  This capability may not likely be available to future 

competitors. 

 

 

SEE IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR SPECIFIC FILM 

SCRIPT OUTLINES. 
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    ■ For the moment, we pause from discussing products’ readiness in 

time by highlighting certain additional advantages of PGC founders: 

 

 The principals have considerable multi-decades experience 

 •  Involving major solution (including patented inventions) for the U.S. 

Military and the very large U.S. corporations (ADP, American 

Express, AT&T, Burroughs, Cargill, CBS, Exxon Systems, 

numerous banks, IBM, Singer, Siemens and others).  WE NEVER 

FAILED TECHNICALLY.   

 

 •  Having always worked with upper-level management, PGC 

founders have  

understood the value of diplomacy.  NOTE, PLEASE, that when we 

outlined the potential obstacles we’ll face, we “forgot” to mention 

that the biggest time-consuming obstacle will be the “hand-to-hand” 

combat among the Jewish organizations about their roles.   

They are smart, have serious muscle and some don’t take 

prisoners when they deem the fight important.   

PGC will – we promise – respect our elders and in many ways, our 

betters. 
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K. INCENTIVES TO ACHIEVESUCCESSFUL HOLOCAUST 

PRESENTATIONS 

 

This is an attempt to explain the multiple reasons (incentives)  

why countries and national groups may have significant incentives  

to see that CENTENNIAL HOLOCAUST PRESENTATION, 

 ONCE PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED, may eliminate  

(or at least diminish) the weight of past bad behavior.  
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1.  I.  The German Incentive 
 

  *  Germany has extended Herculean efforts to help  

Holocaust survivors. 

It wishes to mask the biblical Cain mask visibility 

and memory. 

It would be generous and wise to have a German-

led presentation – Professionally Prepared – that 

once and for all states: 

 

The German “Professionally Prepared Presentation” 

should encompass the deranged encapsulation of all the 

deeds in A LAWFUL FRAME.  Such frame was generated 

by a DEEPLY BELIEVED WELTANSCHAUUNG OF 

DESTINY.  DEEPLY HOOKED WERE “THE BEST AND 

BRIGHTEST” TO THE CULTURAL AND MORAL 

BLIGHTS OF THEIR LEADERS’ BELIEFS.  And quite 

surprisingly, they clearly must deal with:  How willing were 

the Nazis to pay the enormous price of their Holocaust 

derangement expressed in real economic terms, cultural 

and moral deviations and a deranged massive level of 

accurate reporting (all details as if they were medals worn 

in a military parade …) 

 

That the Holocaust abomination was factually: 
 

▲  The worst crime against the Jews by virtue of What Was Done 
 

▲  The worst crime against humanity by virtue of How It Was Done 
 

▲  The worst of all conceivable crimes by virtue of being Inexplicable  

(in scope and dedication) 
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   The German Incentive (continued) 

 

*  The stress PGC places regarding the need to have 

the presentations “Professionally Prepared” stems 

from the reasonable forecast of multiple conflicts 

that will arise in both the preparations for and the 

actual Memorial presentations. 

   

 

   And thus, 

 

*  For instance, in the case of Germany’s 

“Presentation,” if not carefully handled, Germany 

(and nearly everybody else) will have to handle a 

major set of potential conflicts with Russia, major 

European democracies, (G. Britain and France, for 

instance), modest size European countries (Poland, 

Ukraine, for instance) and numerous aggrieved 

groups on all continents. 

 

The following quick summary references might hint of the 

potential conflicts that are more than just possible. 

 

PGC does not have the subtlety, the political muscle, nor 

the extensive geo-political experience and knowhow 

required for proper diplomacy utilization to smooth these 

potential conflicts. 

 

Being faithful to facts, truthful in their exposure, disdainful of the underlying 

cultish worldviews and the underlying cruelty/barbarism of the Holocaust events 

CAN CREATE MASSIVE DIPLOMATIC ENTANGLEMENTS.   

 

Even small companies know that the above is essentially true. 
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PGC does have analytical and practical experience in 

solving sizeable problems, has international business 

experience and capabilities which will be detailed as the 

presentation progresses. 

     

 

 

   *  Consider Russia 

 

▲  Russia is a legitimate winner of WWII 

(standing just lower than the U.S.)  Thus, it 

was a serious contributor to the eradication of 

the Nazi abomination.   

And yet, 

 

▲  Russia has committed atrocities – including 

major ones -- prior to the formal onset of the 

Holocaust    (e.g., The major 

starvation deaths in  

       “Sovietization” of Ukrainian 

agriculture) 

 

▲ Following the demise of the Nazi abomination, 

Russian crimes flowered. 

       (e.g., subjugating Czechs, 

Hungarians, et al) 

 

Throughout its entire post-revolutionary era, it  

committed untold atrocities on its 

own 
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population groups in its 

oppressions as detailed by 

Khrushchev’s indictment of Stalin’s 

crimes.  Generated multiple cold, 

tepid and hot wars worldwide, for 

46 years of the WWIII duration, by 

using surrogates on every 

continent. 

 

Russia, with tremendous support 

of a large number of small 

dictators  

constituting a large 

proportion of the feckless 

U.N., its appendages and 

furuncles, has successfully 

eliminated any functional 

value of the U.N.   

 

And yet still, how does Germany “Come 

Clean” without pointing at Russia. 

 

▲  Russia is a proud country and is intolerant of 

any accusation of its Totalitarian nature.  It is 

also, customarily paranoid and a bully.  More 

on all this elsewhere down this presentation’s 

road. 

  

2. THE POLISH INCENTIVE 

 

*  Poland has extended significant efforts to help 

Holocaust survivors in recent years 
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    It wishes to ameliorate the effects of historic 

mistreatment of  

Jews 

 

It wishes to erase the effect of post-Holocaust 

pogroms  

against “Its Jews” 

 

It wishes to accentuate its role in courageously 

fighting  

against a Totalitarian power. 

 

    Subject to coming clean, via Professionally 

Prepared  

Documentation, Poland should ACCURATELY 

PRESENT the unpleasant pogroms in end 1945. 

 

Poland’s role in helping to bring down the Soviet 

Totalitarians, at great risk, should earn it a “Coming 

Out Clean” presentation – Professionally Prepared. 

 

Poland is a proud country.  To “Get Out of Jail” card, 

it will have to convince that shedding Jewish blood, 

that has not yet clotted at end 1945, will “NEVER 

AGAIN” occur. 

 

Poland will eradicate the IDIOTIC THOUGHT such 

as a recent “Brilliancy” of converting a major camp 

to a sausage factory … 
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3. THE U.S. INCENTIVE 
 

   *  The U.S. has been The World’s “Sheriff” for the 

entire 20th  

Century.  In simplest terms, the U.S. has: 

 

    In three world wars, destroyed monstrous empires 

 

▲  In WWI, it saw  The demise of the rotten 

Ottoman (1918)  Empire 

 

          The chocking of the German 

Empire 

Ambition 

 

        The demise of the sclerosis-

riddled  

Russian Czarist Empire and 

the  

Elderly Austro-Hungarian 

Empire 

 

    ▲  In WWII, it smashed the Totalitarian National 

Socialists  

(1945)  – German and Italian 

        – and destroyed a cruel 

Imperial  

   Japan. 
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    ▲  In WWIII, it oversaw the collapse of the 

Totalitarian  

Socialist Revolutionary Soviet  

(1991)  Empire which tried to “Cloak” 

its atrocities with effective 

propaganda. 

 

*  The entire set of both “Winners and Losers” have 

repeatedly forgotten that the U.S. “Sheriff” has 

saved them all from straightforward collapse, never 

got compensated for the enormous effort, acted as 

the economic engine for the entire world economy, 

protected trade routes, helped colonial victims to 

achieve independence, repeatedly forgave clear 

transgressions by thankless allies. 

 

*  It is high time for the U.S. to remind one and all that 

THE SHERIFF WILL NOT TOLERATE ATROCITIES 

– NEVER AGAIN – a leadership role at the 

Centennial will deliver a message. 

●  U.S. Incentive (Continued) 

 

 ▲  It was important for Tombstone to have a sheriff.  

Everybody  

knew this … 

 

*  A perfect analogy for the present geo-political world 

order is a lawless town in the West.  It wasn’t the 

only “Bad Ass” town in the country. 
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*  It is beyond the scope of this presentation to do 

much justice to the above Tombstone analogy, 

BUT, FOR IMPORTANT REASONS, THE 

GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 

CURRENT WORLD ORDER NEEDS TO BE PUT 

FORTH FACTUALLY. 

 

▲  First, we need to justify that what might be thought of as 

“World Order.”  It is a bad joke.  Don’t laugh.  Visualize the 

following: 

 

*  Europe 1914, in disarray, ruled by the dumb and 

corrupt Imperial powers who govern ungovernable 

regions (MidEast, African Big Regions,  

(Ottoman, Habsburg) Central Europe, much 

of the 

Far East giant  

countries/colonies) 

    Near crazy Imperial wannabees (German) 

    Death-bound Czarist Empire (Russian) 

 

*  Europe 1918, deadlocked WWI, millions of dead, 

more wounded, more dislocated populations. 

 

   *  All powers lose the flower of their youth 

 

   *  All powers are exhausted, broke and very vengeful 

IN COMES THE SHERIFF (U.S.A.), CLEANS THE 

SEWER WHICH EUROPE BECAME IN THAT 

WAR.  We choose to use dirty non-Shakespearian 
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language in the European context.  We learned it 

from Hemingway. 

 

■  The U.S. Allies – primarily Great Britain and France – 

quickly forgot what the Sheriff did for them and put 

onerous terms on the losers that only very arrogant 

colonial powers could impose on losers.  The MidEast 

and Central Europe became UNGOVERNABLE 

REGIONS TO THIS DAY 

 

■  The best characterization of France in WWI, provided by 

Hemingway, assigns Venalité and Stupidité to append 

their “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité” slogan. 

 

■  In the 1930’s, the Allies let Totalitarians flourish all over 

the globe.  The European Colonial Empires kept 

“Misunderestimating” (as Bush the younger used to say) 

the rise of Totalitarians of all sizes, worldwide. 

 

 It took 46 years (1945-1991) to defeat the Soviet Empire, 

whose successes in the 1960’s and the 1970’s were, in 

part, due to European lack of good behavior (for their own 

good). 

 

■  Nothing fundamental changed in European lack of solid 

support for the sheriff, who by now, is tired of keeping the 

European crowd (with some exceptions) out of trouble. 

 

 It should become apparent to all that the anti-U.S. virus 

infecting many countries ranging from foe, frenemy and 
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nominal allies, will result in a U.S. using a real vaccine to 

counteract the serious attempts to weaken the U.S. 

economy via dystopian hypochondria involving instant 

climate change, by encouraging the functionality of a 

nuclear bazaar run by the crazies, by a rising Chinese evil 

empire and the worldwide drug cartel.  The U.S. can take 

care of its whining woke people who will not need 

vaccines.  They are innately bright at the end of the day.  

Remember Roosevelt. 

 

It is especially important to remind “Allies” about “Facts of Life” 

 

PGC has generated Opinion Pieces and extensive White 

Papers advocating multiple realistic steps to achieve (prior to its 

formation) to cover: 

 

▲  Prohibiting Iran from attaining nukes 

 Iran really wishes “Death to America” and “Final 

Solution”  

to Israel (and Jews …) 

 

▲  Prohibiting North Korea to possess nukes 

 

▲  Prohibiting the formation of a nuclear bazaar with  

draconian real threats 

 

▲  Prohibiting the spread of the dangerous 

hypochondria leading to stupidly implementing near 

instantaneous hugely uneconomical and technically 
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catastrophic solutions to fossil fuel production and 

use. 

 

The above advocated steps sound dangerous, 

belligerent, impossible, inadvisable and to many just plain 

stupid. 

 

PGC believes that the above is directed at so-called 

Allies.   

Wait to see the list for enemies and frenemies (sometime 

friends, other times enemies). 

 

The U.S. has other roles to play – in addition to proving 

being a sheriff -- (a role it cannot deny) – 

 

And the Centennial set of events is a Proper Opportunity 

to lay out the proof. 

 

■  Nothing fundamental has changed in Europe and the 

sewer still smells.  Any and all presentations much include 

– from the U.S. point of view – a “Coming Clean 

Certificate” request by U.S. Allies in three World Wars. 

 

Nobody really needs PGC’s help in structuring such a 

certificate and the conditions for its issuance.  This said, 

PGC has generated multiple Opinion Pieces that might 

embarrass many an ally.  France should promise that it 

will never repeat its refusal to deliver its Navy (after rapid 
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surrender to the enemy) to the U.S. and Allies (who had 

no choice in WWII but to sink this Navy in North Africa) 

 

The entire European Union should promise not to 

strengthen the Armageddon bound Iran with a “Holocaust 

Repeat” in mind.   

 

Germany should … (and a whole list follows.] 

 

  ■ Using non-Shakespearian language, the U.S. should 

issue and  

widely distribute a memorandum (or better, just plainly 

whisper in numerous ears) 

 

   “Please refrain from stepping on our toes.  These are 

connected  

to legs and to our ass – it is what you will have to kiss 

right after your unfortunate toe stepping.  Thanks for your 

attention!” 

 

As a sign of good faith, the European Union (“EU”) should 

guarantee to eliminate from the EU Constitution the 

section about the cacao content of chocolate.  This will 

signal that they are serious in changing past central 

planning behavior … 
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4. ISRAEL’S INCENTIVE  

 

Israel is a country that rose from the Holocaust ashes. 

It is a country that proved: 

 

▲  How deep and umbilical is the connection between 

deterministic  

Totalitarian regimes and the atrocities they 

produced. 

 

“Bad Ideas Produce Bad Deeds” is a nearly 

universal truth.  Bad ideas are each quite lonely, 

they seek and find other bad and ugly ideas and join 

them together.  The combined bad set creates a cult 

requiring unhindered set of deeds – all to be rapidly 

executed – and in a trance-like manner demand and 

get a near religious following intolerant of any 

deviation and delivering atrocities to “Deplorables” 

and “Irredeemables.” 

 

Israel is a result of A Long Series of Atrocities 

Against Jews for over two millennia. 

 

Jews have lived all over the world under the 

PERMANENT STATE OF POGROMS WITH 

MINOR RESPITE PERIOD. 

 

Israel will have to convey the true meaning of the 

Holocaust; how different it is from the run-of-the-mill 
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atrocity and that it will NEVER AGAIN happen.  

Conveying the singularity of the Holocaust is the 

prime Israeli task – to be calmly, thoroughly and 

respectfully to other aggrieved atrocities victims.  

 

One of the most singular aspects of the Holocaust was their 

serious attempt to: 

 

ENCAPSULATE ALL HOLOCAUST ACTIVITIES IN A LEGAL 

FRAMEWORK. 

 

[PGC has paid significant attention to this aspect – very 

important to the Nazis – in one of its primary manuscripts titled 

“TROLLERS’ WARS”] 

 

And yet, there seems to be no written document generated by 

the upper Nazi strata nor the Reichstag ordering the killings. 

 

There exists an incentive for Israel to present the legality issues 

and compare to the U.N. and other international bodies’ dealing 

with atrocities.  The international bodies aligned with the U.N. 

are hugely incompetent and don’t know how to function.  They 

could not indict Milosevich in three years. 

 

Israel has multiple other roles to play in the Centennial 

Memorials.  It needs to gingerly negotiate the role of major 

Jewish political, social and charitable organizations.  These 

outfits better be respectfully accommodated or they will 

“CONQUER” their seats at the dais] 
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5. EXAMPLE OF AN INCENTIVE FOR ALL PARTIES’ PARTICIPATING  
 

  ■  There exists one aspect of the Holocaust that must 

assume  

   A Leading Role in All Events Memorializing the Holocaust, 

   It is – simply stated – DO NOT JUST WHINE 

 

■ At memorials, the presentations are likely to consist of 

some former culprits “Coming Clean,” and a Holocaust 

survivor recounting his fate. It is hard and extremely sad, 

given the vile actions that are recounted.  The recounting 

of the villainy cannot/should not be curtailed. 

 

HOWEVER, a strong counter to the recounted villainy 

should be presented in a muscular form.  This includes 

facts and analyses of their meaning regarding: 

 

*  Tales of countries, like Denmark, leaders of 

uprisings, like Anielewicz, active anti-Nazi fighters, 

heroes like my father, country folk like the Polish 

multiple heroes who sheltered Jews who assumed 

serious risk with the Nazis. 
 

It would honor Denmark and the Memorial for 

the present King of Denmark if he appeared in 

a prepared video, or better, in person –  

wearing the Star of David 

band. 

 

*  Tales of diplomats (Swedish and Japanese) who 

saved Jews 
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  It would honor Sweden if a Wallenberg 

offspring  

would appear. 

 

*  Tales of heroes who contributed to Nazis defeat 

(such as the Polish underground who got the 

enigma.  Tale of my father-in-law, a major inventor) 

 

*  Tales of numerous Germans who risked their lives 

in  

saving Jews, evidence abounds. 

 

ALL THE ABOVE ARE JUST BITS OF A POSITIVE 

STORY.   

IMAGINE A TSUNAMI WAVE OF TALES THAT CAUSED 

NAZI 

DEFEATS. 

●  Example of Incentives for all the Parties’ Presentations 

(continued) 

 

■  The various presentations must convey the huge effort 

and the success achieved by the U.S. when Roosevelt 

led and England when Churchill led. 

 

*  Contrast the difference between Germany and the 

U.S. when manpower shortages occurred.  The 

vaunted German industrialists reverted to the 

insane use of slave labor.  In the U.S., Rosie the 

Riveter was called and stepped forward and filled 

the gap. 
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*  Rosie wasn’t just a Riveter; she could fly the plane 

she produced to the embarkation port. 

 

[In a most impressive, deeply throughout historic 

tome “The Wages of Destruction” by a gifted 

Cambridge historian, Adam Tooze, shows the 

disparity of facing crises between the Nazi gang and 

the U.S. is striking.] 

 

[In the sections where PGC deals with how to approach 

the execution of the numerous advocated suggestions, 

we will dare to present some controversial ideas.] 

 

Among the most controversial ideas will be the advocacy 

to generate fictional films (not too far-fetched) as 

interesting films in their own plots and, at the same time, 

might provide – as such films should – educational and 

powerful propaganda tools.  PGC will vigorously defend 

this line of thought.]  
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L. “PROGRAM 2035” 

  

1. Introduction 

 

As any Implementation Plan presented, this program must, many a 

time, be brutal in its disclosures.   

 

The Founders of PGC, having had a significant experience in 

spawning startup companies, have sufficient brutality to 

disclose the assessments it produces in this Part L.   
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2. REALISTIC ASSESSMENT OF PGC 
 

I.1 PGC’s Disadvantages Are Obvious: 
 

1. The Program 2035 is humongous 
 

2. PGC – the warrior in the Holocaust Wars – is a startup. 
As such, it will – unless proven otherwise – have to 
show that: 
 

● It can obtain startup capital to affect “Good Order” 

 

● It has a provable business concept including 

products that 

customers will buy 

 

● A tireless management with experience to cover the  

distance between aims and reach. 

And then, add the following seeming deficiencies. 
 

3. The Age of the Architect of PGC and the Top Team  
   

• JS is 84 years old.  Not a spring chicken.  Prone to 
many naps, forgetting some facts and can’t run 
marathons any more (In 1986, at age 48, ran the 
Tel-Aviv Marathon with  

an awfully swollen ankle, in 4 
hours and  

1 minute.  He was number 100.  In 
1982-1985, he ran 4 consecutive 
marathons in 3:32 range, all in 
Philadelphia). 

 

• Two of the other top founders are 80 and 75 years 

old, respectively.  Right now, the three at the top of 

PGC, are, on average, 79.7 years old.  Respecting 
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common sense, the founders have adapted the 

term “Temporary” to their projected titles (Chairman, 

President and Information Director). 

 

4. JS, the elderly founder, has very heavy baggage to 

carry from his past. 
 

• JS is a Certified Holocaust Survivor (He was well 
acquainted with hunger, cold and fear as a child.  
No camps, just Polish forests and hiding).  He 
claims, almost convincingly, that he has not a bone 
or a muscle in his body associated with victimhood. 

 

• Winding up in Israel for 12 years (1948-1960), he 
became a member of a highly disciplined youth 
movement and inhaled all the Marxism a youth can 
tolerate.  He became a paratroop officer in the 
Israeli Army, and a member of a leftmost kibbutz.  
This fact negates any possibility of thinking like a 
victim. 
 

• Prior to arrival in Israel in 1948, JS and his family 
spent three years in a Displaced Persons Camp in 
Salzburg, Austria.  Father made significant monies 
as a smuggler.  As a result, JS received an 
unusually thorough classical education by university 
professors as his tutors (math, science, languages).  
Thereafter, he was the best student in every class 

he attended. 
 

• At age 22 (in 1960) JS joined his family in the 
blessed U.S.A. 

 

[In his memoir “JACOB’S ODYSSEY” – a primary 

manuscript of PGC’s “KNOWLEDGE BASE” he 

recounts the miraculous events, starting 

immediately upon arrival] 
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• Within six years (1966), he completed college and 
graduate school and he became an Engineering 
Professor.  Spent 4 years as an academic. 

 

• In 1968, he became an inventor and a CEO of high-
tech companies (each housing JS’ and his staff’s 
inventions.)  The client list consisted of “Who’s 
Who” companies, among these: ADP, Air Force, 
American Express, AT&T, Burroughs, CarGil, CBS, 
Citibank, DEC, Exxon Systems, IBM, Siemens. 

 

There was a unique aspect to all the important and 

mundane inventions – JS, and the companies he 

ran,  

have had no technological failure, and 

no problem that was picked to be solved 

was ever left unsolved, and yet, he 

never became very rich.   

 

There are many reasons for this outcome.  These 

consist at least partially, of stubborn willingness to 

“Fall in Love” with projects one should really better 

drop. 

 

[The reasons are provided In a JS Business Book: 

‘THE RIDE ON THE AMERICAN BUSINESS 

HIGHWAY” – a part of PGC’s “KNOWLEDGE 

BASE.”] 
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3. PGC’s Advantages – The Obvious Ones.  Consider: 
 

1. JS brings a hard to obtain advantage – the Holocaust is 

“Close and Personal.”  Hence, the concept of “Do 

something about it” presented itself very naturally on 

many occasions. 

  JS has personally “Tasted” the Holocaust depravities 

over a  

  long period in early childhood. 

 

  ● In the “Dark Days” (end 1939 – end 1942, ages 1-3) 

serious cold, hunger and fear dominated his 

existence.  He learned and remembered being 

quiet, disciplined, and non-complaining. 

 

● Just after the war ended (May 1945), JS eye 

witnessed one of many pogroms against Jews.  JS, 

uncharacteristically for a 7-year-old, knew exactly 

what the pogrom was about.  (JS’ memoir titled 

“JACOB’S ODYSSEY,” describes this event, and 

many others, in great detail.) 

 

● JS witnessed, in 1946, Austrian hooligans severely 

beating a Jewish man on a Salzburg tram.  He told 

his father about it.  He is not sure who took the 

revenge on the two hooligans, but the glee on his 

father’s face when informing little JS about the 

hooligan’s death indicated some role for his father.  

It was at the ripe age of 8 that JS witnessed the 

crime while travelling by himself in the very clean 

Nazi city. 
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2. JS’ grasping the meaning of the above events (Just 

samples from the immediate post-WWII period) are a 

clear indication of JS’ parents’ stubborn effort to instill 

in JS a no-fear outlook.  The enormous classical 

education delivered by university professors was 

aimed to “stuff JS with knowledge.”  The tutors were 

enjoying an unusually high pay for their efforts. 

By age 10, JS knew about his parent’s heroic deeds in 

WWII, he knew how an airplane flies, grasped the 

Mideast morass and what “Never Again” means 

exactly. 

REALISTIC ASSESSMENT OF PGC’S DEFICIENCIES AND 

ADVANTAGES (Continued) 

 

3. JS brings to PGC some additional advantages. 
 

        For JS, Israel is a clear outcome of the Holocaust. 

 

For the 12 years he spent on Israeli soil (1948-1960), 

he absorbed and internalized a whole cocktail of 

beliefs, to wit: 

 

● The last two millennia of Jewish History can be 

viewed as one long, cruel multi-staged pogrom with 

small respite periods. 

 

● The Holocaust was the logical end for a maligned, 

despised people who can be kicked around at will. 

 

● The siren songs of the political Socialist wing were 

very appealing and morale building.  Building solid 
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character traits, extreme attention and dedication to 

build a new country with all the qualities that the 

term “Justice” can be applied to. 

 

There is no way in Hell that a Paratroop Officer 

who deeply loves Israel to ever think of himself 

as a victim; there is no way to hold back serious 

revenge thoughts either.  

 

And then came the collapse of the ideological 

base upon which JS’ world view depended. 

 

● JS has realized that the concentrated Kool 

Aid, amply provided worldwide, is nothing but 

another manifestation of dangerous 

Totalitarians on the march and quite capable 

of delivering atrocities. 

   

4. The Holocaust being “Close and Personal” to JS was 

much enhanced by: 
 

       ● Parents who were personally heroic and angrily 

rejected  

being referred to as “victims.” 

 

     ● His marriage to Christina Troller – the daughter of a 

world  
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class German aerodynamic scientist and inventor.  

This provided a special telescope by which to view 

and assess events. 

 

     ● JS’ grasp of the grand, colossal power of the U.S. 

which repeatedly defeated the obnoxious devils’ 

offspring – rotten empires, the German Reich 

dreamers and the Soviet well “cloaked” devils’ 

handywork.  

 

[PGC’s “KNOWLEDGE BASE” has available 

manuscripts providing details of parents’ heroism, 

Christina’s father’s becoming a major U.S. Defense 

Systems inventor and Jacob’s adventures in the 

U.S. high tech arena.] 

 

For the purpose of a brief illustration      [Of Christina’s 

contribution  

we provide a glimpse into Chris’ world   to JS’ being close 

and 

               personal with the  

      Holocaust 

phenomenon.] 

 

• Prior to meeting JS (1968) at a scientific conference in 
Philadelphia, Christina was not aware of 
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• The extent 
of Father’s 
1945 
Contribution 

to U.S. 

Defense 

     Helping to direct 

     German 

     Scientists to the 

     U.S.  

 

 

• Father’s receipt of Roosevelt’s Commendation for his 
inventions, as reported by media: “Every plane and 
ship, military or civilian, prior to 1960, had Dr. Troller’s 
systems in  

     their structure.” 

 

• Her father disinherited her when she married JS in 1968. 

    PGC’s primary manuscripts describe and explain the  

reasons.  We forgave him. 

 

• Christina is a highly accomplished information scientist.  

She worked for GE’s Atomic Units (Hanford Nuclear 

Weapons Production, Schenectady Knoll’s Nuclear Navy 

Research), CBS, Shell and JS’ High-Tech companies.) 
 

 

• Her Great Grandfather was a Rabbi in Prague 
• Her Grandfather converted to Catholicism in  

Sudetenland – region of Czechoslovakia – a  
medical doctor.  He died in Theresienstadt  
Concentration Camp as a “Privileged Jew.” 
(A Nuremberg Laws classification) 

• Her Father 
- Becoming a major aerodynamicist in 

Germany 
- Picked by Von Karman to run the 

Guggenheim Airship Institute (A Caltech 
affiliate) in 1931 (born Jewish, given by JFK 
the first issued Medal of Science in 1962) 

(
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•    She converted to Judaism, became viscerally interested 

in the 

Holocaust project given JS’ family involvement and her 

own Grandfather’s death in the camp.  She heavily 

contributed 

     to the orderly generation of the PGC Knowledge Base.  

 

Everybody knows that in the modern technological era 

with grandchildren providing the real support that oldsters 

need in finding information – some necessary for their 

health and wellbeing, some necessary for cultural, social 

contacts and, for too large a segment of the population, 

engaged in watching intellectually obscene Snooky and 

other garbage television (too many to mention). 

 

5. PGC is fortunate to have an information technologist 

founder who for the last fifty years, was involved in 

implementing and innovating numerous, complex and 

very complex communications solutions. 
 

● Jack Gostl was instrumental in solving numerous 

technological problems for JS’ high-tech companies. 

 

[It is an especial mind blower to read a PGC book 

manuscript -- “THE RIDE ON THE AMERICAN 

BUSINESS HIGHWAY -- a part of the Knowledge 

Base, where he successfully solved major 

nationwide communication problems for American 

Express, ADP and others] 

 

    ● Since 1980, he ran several high-tech companies 
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    ● It is not just the knowledge of nuts and bolts that he 

brings to a project.  PGC can be assured that its 

websites and the attached Knowledge Base will be 

attractively presented and be rather inexpensively 

implemented. 

 

    ● The Holocaust is “Close and Personal” for Jack who 

got acquainted with his family’s past.  He is the son 

of Holocaust survivors who suffered from PTSD 

their entire life. 

  

6. Among the most important advantages of PGC is its 
grasp that a Holocaust Memorial Presentation at any 
venue, at any date, for any audience and especially at 
the Centennial Memorial MUST BE BALANCED – It can’t 
be just tears 

        It can’t be 

overwhelmingly  

whining 

        It must have a real 

heroic true  

segment 

        It must contain some 

hope,  

realistically 

expressed 

 

 

● And most importantly, the “INTELLECTUAL 

PRODUCTS” used at the presentations must be 

“INTERESTING” on their own and thus, MUST BE 

PROFESSIONALLY PREPARED. 
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Before we touch the issue of How will/Should the 

above grasp be implemented, IT IS PGC’S 

UNALTERABLE/IMPORTANT/STUBBORN VIEW 

THAT UNITED NATIONS (U.N.) style of implementing 

anything is really, and with finality, UNACCEPTABLE 

[We will specify to whom after we specify the “What is 

unacceptable] 

 

   We use an example to affect the early killing of a bad 

idea, 

 

      ● Remember the celebration by the U.N. of “The Year of 

the  

Woman” in China 

 

▲ China has been, officially, until recently, aborting 

female  

     babies, ignoring the views of anyone re: abortion. 

 

   ▲ The Chinese abomination is anchored on the 

moronic  

view that “The International Year of the Woman” 

is celebrated by the U.N. in China where female 

newborn are killed for no reason other than 

being girls. 

 

   ▲ The U.N. has sent its emissary to Syria, where 

serious 

atrocities kept occurring.  The emissary was the 

General who presided over the Darfur Massacre. 

 

   ▲ The U.N. committees are invariably dangerously  
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overstaffed, insanely led by the least qualified (in 

terms of brains, devotion to justice and 

qualifications). 

 

 

 There are several ways to prevent an effective way for the U.N. 

“to chair” the Holocaust Centennial Memorials. 

 

 ■  Kill the idea with Honey (“Project Honey”) 

 ■  Kill the idea with Venom (“Project Venom”) 

 ■ Imitate the Totalitarians, use “all means necessary” to let 

them 

kill the idea themselves. (Project “Go to Hell.”) 

 

    ●  How to kill a bad idea with Honey? – a recipe 

   • First, state the idea you wish to eradicate and why 

    • Second, state a “Pleasant” and a likely acceptable 

idea 

     Clearly identify the “bribes” to be extended for the  

alternative idea acceptance 

    

Keep the recipe, it may apply to multiple U.N. 

transgressions.  The solution to Holocaust related 

transgression may require repeats of ways and 

means that work. 

 

●  The “Honey Project” starts with BIG BANG 

announcement of “The Anti-Atrocities Steering 

Committee.”  Its Membership:  U.S.A., Russia, 
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Great Britain, Germany, Denmark and – of course, 

Israel. 

 

The Structure Allows:  Saying (initially) that Russia 

was instrumental in eradicating the worst ever 

regime committing the worst ever atrocity. 

 

    The Russians are smart (really):  They may see that 

they  

are in a hopeless minority.  If they don’t resign, a 

key  

phase starts.  If they resign, the remaining 

members: 

 

• Within a short period, a •  Express deep regrets 

  clear implementation plan •  Leave room for 

Russian for  

  anti-atrocities committee      rejoining – 

unconditionally 

       will generate three subcommittees assuming specific  

assignments.  These subcommittees deal with a 

specific  

plan aimed at pacifying all the diverse factions 

dealing with 

the Holocaust, huge other atrocities and the 

various  

aggrieved peoples and countries. 

 

■  Israel and Germany chair the Holocaust subcommittee for 

obvious reasons.  It will likely require the biggest 
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preparation effort, the most “Intellectual Products” 

(Professionally Generated). 

 

PGC believes that it could be a respected supplier of 

films, plays, single issue documentation, important 

opinion pieces, recorded events and educational 

programs. 

 

■  Denmark will chair the subcommittee dealing with Crimes 

Against Humanity, having had the unusual guts to openly 

defy the Nazis on multiple occasions.  The subcommittee 

will include Poland and the U.K. which, for awhile, stood 

up against the beast with unusual bravery. 

 

■ The third subcommittee will consist of major countries not 

members of the steering committee whose function will be 

to bring the entire U.N. membership into dealing with the 

main task: How to explain and prevent atrocities.  The 

candidate countries will be India, Brazil, Egypt, South 

Africa, Vietnam and mischiefly proposed to be chaired by 

China who is likely to refuse, in which case India will 

assume the role. 

 

 At the time of writing the above thoughts, it may all 

appear as mostly naïve – far worse than the utopian 

outlooks of Totalitarians.   

 

Each of the above subcommittees can be incentivized to 

perform a useful function.   

 

The above statements can be better dressed up with 

detail.   
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Some brief examples might help.  

 

7. PGC has, as a company, no geo-political business that 

it must attend to. 
 

●  All it wants is to make, use and sell “Intellectual 

Products.” 

 

● However, in these days and age, nothing escapes 

geo- 

political consideration.   

In spite of definitive visceral dislike of Totalitarians, 

prevailing dystopian hypochondria (of a wide 

variety), the undisputed criminal acts by many 

countries using Terminological Inexactitudes (a.k.a. 

lies, coined by Churchill, 1906) to justify a wide 

variety of ugly deeds, atrocities and culminating in a 

one-of-a-kind Holocaust; and in spite of definitive 

attempts to achieve world order while suffering from 

extreme “Criminal Naïveté” (an obviously impossible 

task) which invariably leads to appeasing the 

bullies, PGC can (diplomatically and a fake smile) 

ignore the above and adopt, at the start of its 

operations, an enforced calm emanating from as 

simple a concept as: “You will all need shoes.” 

 

● By example, one can quickly realize that a small, 

nimble, owners of an extensive “KNOWLEDGE 

BASE” can help numerous organizations (with real 

elbows and agendas) getting access to things they 

need.  Many of the specialized “Intellectual 
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Products” used by the Holocaust presenters, fit as a 

fine glove, to the other atrocities presenters.  All the 

educational background (Europe in the 20th Century, 

“The Totalitarian Mind” and others) can be 

emanating from a shared source (“PGC”). 

 

8. Way back (1997) JS delivered a presentation at 

Cambridge University covering a fundamental problem 

facing universities (including the elite ones) re: 

Ownership rights of the Professor/Inventor, given that 

the university provided the entire financial (and facility 

and researchers) support, including its prestigious 

past. 
 

● By example, JS reported how Columbia University, 

IBM, AT&T and DARPA (Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency) all dubbed as the “Four 

Giants” and JS’ company – Fifth Generation 

Computer Corporation – was dubbed the “Midget” 

have finally agreed to be highly cooperative 

BECAUSE THE INVENTION WAS DESCRIBED BY 

THE TECHNICAL MEDIA AS “THE STARWARS 

COMPUTER” (1024 computers operating in parallel, 

the size of a large refrigerator.) 

 

● In spite of the size of the “Giants,” the conflicting 

and obvious competition among these well-muscled 

outfits (all with illustrious names and achievements) 

and the “Midget” (JS’ company) all sang to the same 

tune supplied by JS’ company. 

 

IT IS IMPORTANT TO STRESS THAT, AT BIRTH, 

THE COMPANY WILL BE IN POSSESSION OF A 
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ROBUST “KNOWLEDGE BASE: AND CAPABLE 

OF GENERATING (RAPIDLY AND 

ECONOMICALLY) DESIRABLE PRODUCTS.  IT 

MIGHT EVEN OCCUR THAT MULTIPLE 

COMPETING LARGE PLAYERS MAY STILL 

DECIDE TO PUT LEFT FOOT FORWARD 

BEFORE MOVING THE RIGHT FOOT 

(SIMULTANEOUSLY) AND FALL DOWN. 

 

   [Below, PGC presents examples of such products] 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS AND THEIR JUSTIFICATION 
 

9. The “KNOWLEDGE BASE” – The generator for 

“Intellectual Products” must have the following 

attributes: 
 

■  Scope  ■  Depth  ■  Interesting/Appealing 

 

    ● The Scope – is the simplest attribute that PGC can 

brag  

about.  

  

▲   Multiple data repositories re Holocaust and 

atrocities have a HUGE number data points 

for all pain and suffering stories.   

The same data repositories (e.g., Yad 

Vashem) have extraordinary commentary 

assigning clear meaning to the raw data. 
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However, government supported institutions, 

major museums and academic institutions 

have multiple near-pedantic rules (as they 

should) regarding advocacy/propaganda.   

 

10. PGC has no such limitations.  [As we will show 

examples 

where PGC can attack – and be appropriately 

vicious – the Totalitarian malignancy that was the 

key purveyor of atrocities in the 20th Century, the 

then prevailing appeasement by the European “Best 

and Brightest” democracies.  The tepid recognition 

by the same “Best and Brightest” of the huge 

intellectual refuse left by Totalitarians that were 

defeated and currently – given the rise of new 

strains of the malignant Totalitarian virus – itch to 

misbehave again. 

 
 

11. The large, reliable and thorough (pedantic, as they 

should  

be) institutions appropriately believe that their 

intellectual content must be completely vetted re 

precision. 
 

   PGC has, by pre-thought and design, no such 

desire. 

 

   PGC is “Married to Accuracy” not to precision for 

multiple  

reasons: 
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     ●  Eyewitness stories’ precision is a near-fiction.  What 

a  

witness sees likely depends on where the witness 

stands – physically and ideologically. 

 

● Practically, there is no purely accurate/precisely 

depicted conclusion when knowledge is imperfect 

(or worse, lacking). 

 

 

● Advocacy, based on “Accurate Enough” facts, is 

“Engaged to Marry” Propaganda.  It is the bride of 

all worthy (and sadly, obnoxious) causes. 

 

 

12. So, folks, PGC is heavily engaged in propaganda, it 

worships the purity of many data repositors and 

their analyses, but goes a step further. 
 

 

● PGC has had the chutzpa (“The Gaul”) to utilize not-

far-fetched fiction (so clearly identified) to make its 

products which are interesting as a story on their 

own, serve an objective that the storyteller has a 

personal and close stake in exposing and the 

viewer/reader/listener is provided with a 

“Fundamentally accurate” tale. 

 

 [We provide (hopefully) convincing examples for the above 

thesis] 

5. ADVANTAGES OF PGC – “IT’S THE PRODUCTS, STUPID” 
 

 ■  We pointed out the wide scope of the major institutions’  
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coverage of the Holocaust 

 

▲  Incredibly detailed all aspects of what actually 

happened in Germany (1933-1939), the actual 

WWII events, the camps of all types and every 

considerable data of function and results of all 

“FINAL SOLUTION” detailed activities. 

 

Somewhat less precision and even just accuracy 

was devoted to stressing pre-1939 Holocaust 

causes and post-1945 refuse left in the wake of the 

Holocaust. 

 

▲  PGC believes that its Knowledge Base covers much 

that is needed to know and to describe, opine, 

analyze and reach some definitive conclusion re 

causality.  Consider that PGC covers not just the 

scope but also the width and depth of the Nazi 

crime.  For instance: 

 

•  The German dilatant classification of Jews is 

vividly dealt with by PGC materials in real 

eyewitness tales of “Privileged Jews,” Jews 

who converted to Catholicism and their 

offspring. 

 

•  For reasons quite obvious, PGC deals with 

obvious brutality, with Jewish organization 

spreading no less than blood libels against 

Israel. 
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•  PGC deals with a highly curious Nazis’ faith in 

the strict legality which encapsulated their 

criminality by a daring true story of an old 

“Privileged Jew” (Christina’s Grandfather) 

fighting, in Nazi court, regarding his “Alleged 

Daughter” (she actually escaped Privileged 

Jew classification.) 

 

■  Among its most important advantages, PGC considers its 

ability to freely attempt to somewhat debunk the long-held 

beliefs of German ingenuity, discipline, genius-level 

technical prowess, military strategic planning, attention to 

detailed infrastructure optimal use and the meticulous 

shine of their boots – all inspired by an 

imbecile/idiot/cretin with a mustache.  

 

▲  For the longest time, the founders (who’d give their 

right arm to be able to debunk the Nazi filth) worried 

to propose such a thesis for fear of being totally 

wrong.  It took almost 60 years for a Cambridge 

researcher to appear and produce a definitive book 

debunking German superiority (The book title: “The 

Wages of Destruction” by Adam Tooze.) 

 

Thanks to this wonderful trail blazer, the architect of 

“PROJECT GIDEON” was able to access his own 

voluminous notes re Nazi lack of superiority without 

being laughed off.  These notes accumulated since 

1968. 
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Allow me to give you all a taste of what is in the 

notes.  I know that Tooze did it more thoroughly and 

better, and I bow with thanks. 

 

[None of my views should be considered as Adam 

Tooze’s views.  I am not a historian.  I am an old 

angry fellow who wants his “Two Cents” 

incorporated in the Holocaust discourse because I 

earned it and the subject is to me 

close/plain/personal. 

 

  Buckle Up. 

 

■  There was a point in the World War II when Hitler fought 

on four fronts – all of his choosing.   

 

He fought to mop up Western Europe (didn’t get 

Great Britain) 

 

He wanted Lebensraum in the huge area of Central 

and Eastern Europe. (He didn’t yet get Russia) 

 

He chose North Africa (He couldn’t close this 

chapter in Egypt) 

 

He chose to obtain a “FINAL SOLUTION” on the 

mind- 

bending insane hatred of Jews. 
 

•  Only an imbecile will choose to instigate all 

above simultaneously, given severe 
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forecasted shortages of fuel, raw materials 

and manpower 
 

•  His vaunted military geniuses had uniquely 

deserved failures in timing their campaigns. 

They lost many weeks due to clever Yugoslav 

maneuvers.  Further multiple weeks were lost 

to small but pesky uprisings and partisan 

activities in captured lands, and the Russian 

winter came untimely, and ferociously. 
 

•  His vaunted industrialist partners substituted 

slave labor to counteract severe labor 

shortages, proving that I.G. Farben was as 

imbecilic as Hitler in believing that unfed and 

suffering/sick workers can produce (reliably) 

war material. 
 

•  As G.W. Bush would say, he “M-I-S-U-N-D-E-

R-E-S-T-I-M-A-T-E-D the U.S.A., as did the 

Japanese, followed by Socialist revolutionary 

hangers on of the Soviet Empire. 
 

•  PGC has no “Intellectual Mercy” for entire 

nations that went berserk and many of them 

had their professional societies demand their 

governments to legally prevent Jewish 

participation in any of them.  [See Directory for 

Proofs] 

 

 PGC Products Reflect “NO MERCY” and so do PGC’s Propaganda 

Efforts. 
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M. “THE HOLOCAUST’S “REAL WARS” 
 

1. Introduction 

 

The Most Obnoxious Part of Ignorance, Many a Time Self Induced,  

is that It Allows:   ●  Cults to repeat past obnoxious deeds 

     ●  Appeasers to repeat their customary shtick 

     ●  Aggrieved people left to murmur repeatedly  

    “How mean can man be to others” and 

remain 

    helpless 

2. WHAT DOES A SUCCESSFUL HOLOCAUST PRESENTATION CONSIST OF? 
 

● It is Quite Obvious that Holocaust Memorial Centennial 

Presentations will be: 

 

  ■ At Multiple Venues  (in different countries – say Israel, 

U.S.,  

Germany, G. Britain, Poland, 

Argentina) 

 

  ■ Targeted to Two Different Audiences (the audience present 

at the  

ceremony and the audience who 

will watch media reports) 

 

  ■ Sponsored and Headed by Different Organizations 
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     ● It is very obvious that Significant Agreements need to be 

negotiated   

Far In Advance, especially the 

media coverage. 

 

  ■ The dominant factors to govern these agreements are likely 

to be: 

 

   ▲ The presentation in each venue is About the 

Holocaust and  

Not All the Other Potential Central Issues on people’s 

mind 

such as climate change, energy, 

new world and economic orders.  It 

isn’t Davos … 

 

   ▲ There are obvious issues concerning Diplomacy.  The  

presentation is not targeted to  

“Settle Accounts” other than those 

reasonably and closely related to 

the Holocaust. 

 

▲ There are obvious issues concerning Media 

Coverage.  

Since the multiple presentations 

are more 

or less simultaneous, the media 

will tend to accentuate only God 

knows what.  If any “Glitch” occurs 

in a particular presentation, they 
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will tend to pay attention to 

“Glitches.”  They like glitches. 

 

   ▲ There are obvious issues concerning Security at 

Each  

Venue.  Any security failure in one venue will skew 

the media coverage of all. 

 

    ● It seems obvious that any Centennial Presentation must be 

structured to present the following components: 

 

  ■ “Pain and Suffering” 

 

Tells a story that is sad, that causes tears, and yet, 

carefully presented.  The eyewitnesses are disappearing 

(now at an accelerated pace).  It is unlikely that many of 

the survivors will be alive by the Centennial Memorial 

(2035). 

 

  ■ “Resistance and Heroics” of Jews 

 

   It is a solid counter to “Pain and Suffering.” 

   There exists an enormous number of stories – all true – 

that  

illustrate Jewish heroism, Jewish revenge, Jewish 

resistance expressed in real deeds under most 

demanding circumstances.  We will suggest multiple 

options of presenting a tsunami of “Good Acts” to kill the 

victimhood bug. 
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  ■ “Thank You” to non-Jews 

 

   As its name implies, thanking all non-Jews who, through 

heroism, risk taken, and plain kindness did the right thing. 

      If Done Right, this may provide comfort 

to  

non-Jewish aggrieved people that the  

Herculean Holocaust effort (unequaled 

in any research effort) will have their 

pain in mind. 

 

 

IT IS PGC’S VIEW THAT THE ABOVE COMPONENTS  

REQUIRE HUGE PREPARATION. 

    ● To avoid the appearance of “Lecturing” the audience and 

assuming the posture of “Accurately Reporting,” the 

Presentation should end with disrespect to:   

 

(a) Those who engaged in aggressive wars (In order 

of villainy size – Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, 

Saddam, and other dictatorships) 

 

(b) Explain how does it make sense for Hitler to 

engage in Western Europe cleanup, Eastern 

front (Russia), North African front and the Jewish 

front, all simultaneously, knowing full well that he 

had severe fuel shortage, raw material shortage, 
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manpower severe problems, and continentwide 

logistics disruptions by pesky resistors. 

 

(c) Did it make sense for Stalin to starve tens of 

millions of Ukrainians “Sovietizing” their 

economy? 

 

(d) Did Mao know how insane it is to unleash 

millions of youngsters, running around with little 

red books and melting down every piece of metal 

they see and frightening a billion people in a 

“Permanent Revolution”? 

 

    ● PGC will make available “Education Packets” for consideration 

by Planners and Presenters of the Centennial Memorials. 
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 To be dignified, informative and effective, the Holocaust 

Presentation Preparatory Materials (“Intellectual Products”) 

should affect the audience, especially the young, willingness to 

“Do Something” that contributes to the “Jewish Memory Bank” 

and thus to a “Humanity Memory Bank.” 

 

 The above simply means: 

 

  ▲ Avoid drinking Totalitarian cults’ Kool Aid –  

no matter who serves it. 

 

  ▲ Avoid participating in perpetuating anti-Jewish/anti-

Israel  

“Blood Libels” 

 

  ▲ The memory banks DO PAY DIVIDENDS. 

 

PGC’s Intellectual Products will attempt to more 

precisely point out the memory banks’ “Dividends.” 

 

PGC is in the PROPAGANDA BUSINESS because 

the bad guys are in it and an educational cartel has 

been at it for a long time. 

 

  ● Consider Practically, 
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The set of Centennial Events – say in Israel, the U.S., Great 

Britain, Poland and Germany) a highly professional segment of 

the “Pain and Suffering Pillar” be geared to the expected 

audience present and to the audience that will be reported to by 

the media. 

 

■ Having the two audiences in mind, the short, very factual 

answer of What Happened and How Did it Happen are 

covered.  Omit “Why it Happened” at this stage.  A better 

opportunity will arise.  We propose a 10-minute portion of 

the 30-minute total segment will suffice to tell the facts.  It 

is obviously a filmed documentary. 

 

■ The second part of the total 30-minute segment presents 

a very short, pithy sequence, of the consequences of 

wars. 

 

▲ Thousands of Years Ago – The jousting empires 

with slaves, booty and territory as the prize. 

 

▲ Many Hundreds of Years Ago – Add ideology 

(religious, primarily) victory as a prize. 

 

▲ A Few Hundred Years Ago – Add Colonial 

(permanent domination) victories to imperial realm 

as a prize. 

 

   ▲ A Hundred Years Ago – Add major crimes of all bad  

categories you can muster. 
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Be Diplomatic.  Don’t curse British “Colonialism” as a 

major culprit when you deal with a Holocaust Presentation 

in London. 

 

3. WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THE CENTENNIAL? 

  

PGC believes that the Centennial Memorial is a unique opportunity to 

achieve some minimal results.  Among these are: 

 

1. Instill in the minds of Jews, especially the young, that: 
 

1.1 The 2000 years of one long pogrom on Jews (with 

respites) is over.  Jews are not born to suffer.  

Kicking Jews is very, very expensive. 
 

1.2 Holocausts don’t just happen; they are preceded by 

massacres and genocides generated by cults – 

Totalitarian, deterministic, utopian – based on 

historically assembled “Blood Libels” against Jews 

everywhere. 
 

1.3 A Holocaust has a wake negatively afflicting lives 

and leaving much refuse to cleanse. 
 

1.4 The world is not a nice place. 

•  A nuclear bazaar is forming with the asylum of 
North Korea and soon joining a nuclear Iran. 

 

• International organizations know only how to file 
grand speeches, can’t indict Milosevich in three 
years, tolerates crimes against humanity, and 
just imagine what they do after breakfast. 
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• Major powers ingested the garbage left by 20th 
Century Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, Saddam, 
Assad, and many others and many “are apt to no 
good.”   
 

2. Many countries, some with Cain’s mark (which they would 

like to lose) consisting of Germany and its collaborators and 

Poland, Lithuania, and others.  It is a unique opportunity.  

They recently worked hard to do good by Jews.  

Professionally prepared, sincere “Mia Maxima Culpa” might 

actually work. 

 

 

2.1 THE U.S. – THE TIRED 100-YEAR SHERIFF – who 

did, miraculously save the world from three 

consecutive world wars and incredible disasters, 

propped up winners and losers, provided an 

economic engine for the world and got the middle 

finger in return, from friend, foe and frenemy, has an 

opportunity, in spite tiredness to reassert order. 

 

A very small number of redlines, a certainty of 

severe punishment for violations and an advance 

memo which is too obscene to insert here but is 

available as a reference in the Table of Contents, 

will assure the leadership of the Centennial 

Memorial in the U.S. 

 

2.2 ISRAEL – A TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERPOWER, in 

a new  

positively changing gulf area, has a unique 

opportunity to show what a small country can do 

and how eager it is to work with former enemies. 
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Israel may actually show off its delegations to major 

conferences attendees.  It will show a coal-black 

Ethiopian Jew (A high ranking military officer), a 

brown Yemeni Jew, a white Bulgarian Jew and an 

Arab General in its Army.  (It will, if you insist, have 

a yellow Vietnamese boat person as an advisor), 

and then will challenge anyone to call Israel an 

“Apartheid State.” 

 

 

3. A third part will present a “Thank You” for the non-Jews who, 

through heroism/risk taken/plain kindness, did the right thing 

for Jews in trouble. 

 

There are many suggestions in our quiver for this segment.  

If done right, this type of segment may go some way towards 

having aggrieved non-Jewish peoples believe that the really 

heavy effort re Holocaust will have their pain in mind. 

 

4. “What’s Next?” segment will present straightforward ways for 

the audience of “depositing,” even in small chunks, time and 

effort (to know more and, if possible, do more) to the 

“Memory Banks” accounts of Jewish people and others. 

   

 

The purpose of the above segments was to frame “A 

Presentation” to make sure that a Holocaust presentation will 

not wind up as a whining session, a VIP telling all to 

remember and the audience, especially the young, remain: 

(a) Devoid of knowledge  
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(b) With each passing year, a dimmer light of what 

happened. 

 

After looking at the frame, let’s pay attention to the painting.   

We first elaborate about the Centennial Memorial. 

 

N. EXECUTION PLANS 

 

1. THE STARTUP PGC TEAM  
 

The Team Consists of: 
 

• Jacob Sternberg, Temporary Chairman 
 

• Jacob Gostl, Temporary President 
 

• Christine Sternberg, Knowledge Base Director 
 

• Candidates for augmenting the management team are being 

now recruited and are provided with extensive orientation 

training. 
 

These include: 
 

- Director of Client Services 
 

- Director of Publishing 

 

 

The most obnoxious part of ignorance, many times self-induced, is that 

it allows the cults to repeat past obnoxious deeds, the appeasers to do 

their customary shtick, and the aggrieved keep murmuring “How mean 

can man be to others,” and remain helpless. 
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2. MANAGEMENT ADDITIONS 

 
It is simple to conclude that the current founding team is not able, 

on its own, to deliver some of the quality products it is seeking to 

produce for the important cause of remembering the Holocaust.  

The reasons for the above conclusion does not come from any 

excess humility.  The facts-of-life, which we need to respect, show: 

 

(1.) The three top members (Jacob Sternberg, Jacob Gostl and 

Christina Sternberg) will, by this year end, be 84, 74, 80 

respectively and, on average, 80 years old.  Too many naps, 

too many memory lapses and work days in a startup are 

requiring high energy, many dedicated hours/days, etc.). 
 

(2.) Jacob Sternberg and Jacob Gostl are startup artists with 

much experience in technology development for large and 

small companies.  PGC is a different breed of a company. 
 

(3.) Christina Sternberg was a highly competent knowledge base 

guru for many years but does not have the stamina needed 

for a business that involves artists’ temperament and much 

“propaganda.” 

 

 

The above recognized negatively by PGC (playing the role of 

“competent detective” of PGC), ARE ACTUALLY CORRECTABLE. 
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One cannot sufficiently stress the importance of the existence of 

ready SCRIPTS.  To convert them into products requires the Golden 

Touch of the Artist. 

 

 

 

 

WE START WITH THE BEST REASON: 

 

GIVEN THAT THE HOLOCAUST IS A COMPLEX SET OF 

EVENTS, IT REQUIRES A MASSIVE KNOWLEDGE BASE.  PGC 

HAS SPENT MANY MAN YEARS AND A FISTFUL OF MONEY 

TO HAVE THE ENTIRE KNOWLEDGE BASE COMPLETED AND 

AVAILABLE ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE COMPANY’S 

EXISTENCE. 

 

GIVEN THAT THE KNOWLEDGE BASE IS MASSIVE, IT NEEDS TO BE 

ORGANIZED FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF PRODUCT IMPLEMENTORS 

(MOVIE MAKERS, DOCUMENTARY PRODUCERS, ACCOMPANYING 

BOOKS, BOOKLETS AND PROPAGANDA MATERIALS, THE “PROJECT 

GIDEON” DIRECTORY POINTS OUT:  PRIMARY MANUSCRIPTS, 

COMPANION AND EXPLANATORY MANUSCRIPTS, OPINION PIECES, 

CRITIQUES OF OPINION PIECES BY OTHERS, STORYLINES FOR 

NUMEROUS MOVIES, PLAYS, MEDIA DOCUMENTATION, ETC.   

 

GIVEN THE COMPLEXITY OF THE HOLOCAUST, IT IS IMPERATIVE TO 

PROVIDE A WIDE AND DEEP BACKGROUND – POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, 

CULTURAL AND MORE DATA NECESSARY FOR THE VARIED 

LISTENERS/VIEWERS/READERS TO UNDERSTAND THIS COMPLEX 

PHENOMENON.  THIS IS THE 20TH CENTURY CURSED BY COLLOSAL 

WORLD WARS (I, II AND III) AND WITH ALL EMPIRES EITHER COLLAPSED 

OR WERE SAPPED OF THEIR VITALITY (BRITISH, FRENCH, RUSSIAN, 

OTTOMAN, GERMAN, DUTCH, BELGIAN, SPANISH, PORTUGESE …) 

CONSIDERING THE GIVEN IMPORTANCE OF THE HOLOCAUST TO STAY IN 

THE JEWISH (AND WORLD) MEMORY BANK, WITH THE LIGHTS NOT 

DIMMING, THE KNOWLEDGE BASE INCLUDES THE PHENOMINAL U.S. 

SHERIFF IN BEATING THE BIG EUROPEAN TOTALITARIANS AND THEIR 

SMALLER BRETHREN.   
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• Given the wide backgrounds necessary for the 

understanding of the Holocaust, a place of honor was 

preserved in the background materials of the Holocaust to 

the role of Israel, which we already covered elsewhere. 
 

• It does not take much intelligence to know how much 

argumentation energy, time and money it takes, how much 

defense it consumes to get ready with the intellectual load to 

meet two very big targets: (a) The building of intellectual 

contents for the ongoing Holocaust education and 

anniversaries and the “feeding” of the “big elephant” – the 

Centennial materials. 
 

• It does not take much intelligence to know how much effort it 

takes to have the organized Jewish community to agree to 

cooperative efforts – participating committees, division of 

labor, agreements re: conclusions, missions’ definitions, etc., 

etc.  It might make the U.N. committees pale in shame when 

compared to what is coming re the Holocaust Memorial 

Centennials. 
 

• And it is not only the Jewish sources.  Poles, Ukrainians, 

Latvians, Hungarians will try to minimize the effects of their 

governments-at-the-time made in the fate of their Jews.   
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  THE ABOVE IS MENTIONED WITH ADMIRATION. 

 

 

With all the above taken into account, it is also obvious that PGC will have 

– given the extensive experience of its key founders – the following 

additional advantages: 

 

(1.) Experience in solving large scale problems, business and 

technical. 

 

(2.) Knowing the seminal importance of good order in setting up and 

running a successful startup company. 

 
(3.) Knowing how important it is to link with a talented partner to 

minimize/eliminate one’s weaknesses.   

 

IT REALLY DOESN’T TAKE MUCH EFFORT TO FORECAST CHAOS. 

CONSIDER THE REAL POLISH LITTLE TOWN OF CHELM OF ABOUT 

30,000 JEWS, CONSTITUTING HALF THE POPULATION, THERE WERE 

FIVE PAPERS PUBLISHED, VARIOUS EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL, 

MEDICAL, SPORTS, POLITICAL AND CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS 

WERE IN FULL SWING – ALL IN ADDITION TO “SOCIAL JUSTICE” 

OUTFITS AS BEFITS AND AS ONLY THEY COULD JUSTIFY, DOING 

GOOD DEEDS.  AND THEN, IMAGINE FULLY MUSCLED, WELL 

INTENTIONED, EAGER JEWISH GROUPS WITH MUSCLE IN THE U.S. 

AND ISRAEL WITH MILLIONS OF JEWS INVOLVED … 

PGC DID IMAGINE … 
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To improve the PGC chances to be a successful company, the 

company will need to: 

 

1. Secure, at the start, a Joint Venture relationship with a capable 

partner for choosing from the PGC inventory of storylines those 

that will become Holocaust films and supporting materials.  This 

will allow the new partner a significant advantage over 

potentially still feuding outfits deciding on candidates for 

evaluations. 

 

2. Secure the joining to the PGC Board of two business-savvy 

members with the necessary qualification for choosing a JV 

partner. 

 
3. Secure the slow, but thorough, incorporation of two younger 

future leaders of PGC. 

 
 

 

3. JOINT VENTURES POLICY 

 

PGC’s startup team has considerable experience in dealing 

cooperatively with large companies.  Team members have 

concluded a rather sizeable teaming agreement with AT&T 

covering a major technology in the defense arena.  It secured 

teaming arrangements with Citibank in the development of ATMs 

and automatic airline passes and tickets dispensers.  Provided 

ADP’s teams with solutions to manage nationwide message traffic 

with the Stock Exchange and a host of joint research teaming 

projects with a major medical research institution and large 

business operations projects for a worldwide cosmetics company.   

 

The startup team also knows the numerous pitfalls awaiting young 

companies.  The proof of these travails is provided in the 
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Knowledge Base where an entire Companion Manuscript (“The 

Ride on America’s Business Highway”) provides real, true 

business case studies and recites the warts and successes. 

 

PGC has had enough experience to know the business Golden 

Rule:  “He who has the Gold makes the rule.”  Therefore, the 

choice of the first JV partner is of paramount importance.  The size 

of the seed financing will depend, to a considerable extent, on the 

aggressive, out of the gate appetite, of the initial seed financier, 

the degree of acceptance of PGC’s beliefs and sincerity of the 

“Elderly Team” to give the new necessary youngsters their day in 

the sun. 

 

Given the above, PGC has produced an initial list (a very sizeable 

and believed to be a respectable one) of storylines for films and 

documentaries.   

 

4. MARKET/PRODUCTS – EDUCATION ORIENTED 
 

The Market for PGC products consists of: 
 

1. Education oriented Holocaust films targeted as central pieces in 

Holocaust education courses in high schools, academic 

institutions, libraries with public presentations of periodic 

Holocaust events, Holocaust museums and research 

institutions. 
 

2. Education oriented companion Holocaust films, documentaries 

and lesson plans targeted for academic institutions providing 

extensive background information to academic programs re 

Holocaust documentaries are primarily single-issue 

presentations.   

PGC will aim to generate explanatory documentaries: 

• The 20th Century Europe 

• The Totalitarian Mindset 
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• The Holocaust Victim 

• The Holocaust Avenger and Resister – multiple versions 
using true 

and fictional stories 

to   illustrate/avenge 

true and near-true 

events. 

 

This market will be opened up in several years, once modest 

success is achieved by PGC.  Major non-Holocaust 

international crimes will be involved.  It will be based on real 

and fictional primary stories and a knowledge base developed 

from them. 

 

5. “FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS” 

 

 Even people who are not naval aficionados know that a big powerful 

naval  

vessel – THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER – needs many smaller, nimble 

and specialized support vessels in order to project power.  

 

PGC believes that in each major task it undertakes there has to be a 

“carrier.”  For instance, PGC believes that: 

 

     ● A “Flagship Film” needs to be available that: 

 

▪  On its own, it is a quality film.   

 

▪  On its own, deals directly with the key issues of the 

Holocaust, its 
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   causality and effects. 

 

▪  On its own, must balance the awful atrocities and heroic 

participants. 

 

▪  Quite importantly, it will set key important True Background 

Facts 

allowing companion movies and companion books to be 

plugged in, as our attached examples indicate. 

 

More examples of Flagship Films is provided 

in the Table of Contents. 

   ●  A “Flagship Background Book” needs to be available which 

provide: 

 

  ▪  Background Facts Guide, re Holocaust.  Used as guides for  

   background presentation – all “uncloaked” re source and 

ideology. 

 

  ▪  “Flagship Opinion Pieces” – clearly identified and “uncloaked” 

re  

   source and ideology. 

 

     ●  A major debate, “No Holds Barred” to illuminate all important 

causes 

        and effects – including the disgusting ones. 
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 Please note that PGC’s Knowledge Base resembles the above 

approach –  

multiple supporting scripts and documents support the “Heavier” (or 

seemingly more important components). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

It might be helpful to mention that in the numerous stories told by 

eyewitnesses [and in the large number of not-too-farfetched fictional 

tales] a very brief, extremely interesting story, explains more clearly a 

complex event than a large tome.  Please read “THE TEARS OF 

KRASNODAR” – only a few pages long (in the Directory) and grasp our 

view of how the Soviet Empire fell. 
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P. FILMS 
 

1. WHAT ABOUT FILMS? 

 

This part is a teaser for PGC effort to land a Joint Venture Partner to 

add the “Golden Touch” to what we believe is good material.  “We 

have the meat” says a dumb TV commercial, ‘We are looking for a 

sandwich maker” says PGC. 

 

 

2. THE MAN FROM CHELM 

 

 

I. “THE MAN FROM CHELM”    –  A Candidate 

 

The First in a Series of 3   Holocaust Film 

 

• This Candidate film is based on the LIFE STORY of Mendl Gotlieb 

(“God’s Love”) – A FICTIONAL CHARACTER whose long life in the 

very special 20th Century is chronicled in a Manuscript titled the 

“Khelm Revolutions,” an honorable fictional member of the 

Knowledge Base which PGC keeps telling, to anybody who’d listen, 

that it consists of the reservoir of eyewitness stories, opinion pieces 

and documents all related to the Holocaust. 
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• Even novices in the film business (as PGC obviously is) know, with 

certainty, that a decent quality film must be interesting to its viewers, 

engage the viewers’ emotions and intellect, entangle the viewer in 

plot and issues that need resolution(s) and provide respect for 

people, events and opinions that deserve, at least a modicum, of this 

generosity. 

 

PGC firmly believes that this candidate script will cause a decent 

movie (given an artist’s magic touch contribution) for the following 

reasons. 

 

(1.) Although extensively covered in films, documentaries, books by 

wide array of media documentation, multiple venues who store 

and maintain a wide variety of pictorial and written individuals’ 

story vignettes – we still see a demand for Holocaust 

information. 

 

As shown by a tireless Holocaust researcher Rich Brownstein, 

about 450 Holocaust films have been generated, and given his 

background and scholarship it is easy to believe that a new film 

appears every other year.  Given his expertise, we believe his 

assertion that 50  
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of the films are “worthy.”  In his research, it parallels an 11% of 

“worthy” films in the general large film market. 

 

With all the above said, WE ALSO BELIEVE THAT A FATIGUE 

WILL SETTLE IN and, in the not-too-distant future, the light 

provided by all the institutions and venues dealing with the 

Holocaust data and remembrance will dim.  

 

(2.) We believe that the light of Holocaust data and remembrance 

will dim based on the following logical assumptions: 

 

2(a)  The Holocaust happened a long time ago.  There are 

several  

ways to state the Holocaust’s beginning.  You can say 

that: 
 

◼ It began in 1940, lasted till 1945 -- this makes the 

event coincide with WWII killings. 
 

◼ It began in 1938 – this is Kristallnacht – the start of the 

big pogrom, Germany-wide, “all Germans” support in 

lockstep barbaric behavior. 
 

◼ It really began in 1935 – this is the year that the 

Nuremberg Laws were enacted, the deranged regime, 

its elites, its populace MADE THE DEMENTED REAL 

BERSERK LAWS THE LEGAL COVER FOR 

INEXPLICABLE ACTS.  

 

So let us assume that 1935 is the date.  This means 

that the Centennial anniversary occurs in the year 

2035, which is 12 years from today. 

 

Yes, the Holocaust happened long ago.  That is true.  

However, the Centennial Anniversary – is a seminal 
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event.  It requires some serious action to make the 

Centennial memorable and to make remembrance 

thereafter be real. 
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2(b)  The likelihood that the Centennial will be a successful 

celebration, given the time allotted, is very small unless 

The Preparations Start Now. 

 

2(c) Why is it important to start now in order to achieve a 

decent Centennial event?  Consider: 

 

■  The truth about Holocaust knowledge indicates the 

result:  

“Very little.”  It starts with those who claim knowledge 

when, in fact, the extent is that “6 million Jews were 

killed by the Nazis.”  Some knowledge-laden people 

don’t hesitate to add that it was “long ago.”   
 

Other knowledge-laden people add that Stalin and Mao 

had vastly bigger numbers of victims.   
 

Still others provide historic massacres data in Africa and 

Asia. 

 

At the end of the day, it is knowing the consequences of 

the Holocaust. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE HOLOCAUST ARE LASTING. 

 

WHAT NAZIS DID IS THE LARGEST CRIME AGAINST JEWS. 

HOW THEY DID IT IS THE LARGEST CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY. 

WHY THEY DID IT IS INEXPLICABLE. 
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Many of the aggrieved will demand U.N. attention.  Many of those will 

have serious demands for “Their Disasters” to be handled.  These will 

include the Armenian massacres by Turks, the Arab massacres of 

Turkish military in the Mideast in WWI, the Japanese atrocities in 

China.  Most obviously include the Uyghurs in China, the Darfur 

victims and Assad family atrocities, the Pol Pot and other Asian 

crimes.  All this cacophony will unleash all those who use the phrase 

“The so-called Holocaust,” all the “Little League of Worldwide 

Fascists” in Central and South America. 

 

Nothing in the above recitals should be construed as disrespectful to 

the phenomenal suffering of multiple tribes and nations worldwide. 

 

Thus, “The Man From Chelm” film will have to manage two seemingly 

conflicting issues: 

 

●  Why is The Holocaust So Unique and Singular That It Stands 

Alone with  

no partner(s)? 

 

We, at PGC, believe that the Holocaust Opinion Piece, written by 

Christina Sternberg deals with the issue of the Holocaust stand 

alone. 

 

●   How do we, who advocate Holocaust “standing alone,” not ignore 

the  

justifiably loud and clear voices from the grave demanding a just 

handling of others’ enormous pain. 
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For this issue, the film “The Man From Chelm” will connect, with 

respect and care, the commitment of atrocities with the Totalitarian 

mindset (“Weltanschauung”) that is umbilically connected to 

atrocities via justifications calling for the “Common Good” 

ASPIRATIONAL DEEDS dominating action — no matter how 

atrocious and all “Achieved Now.” 

 

 

◼ The importance of STARTING NOW lies in the simple 

facts-of-life: 
 

•  If you have 12 years till the Centennial, you should 

have 

   your movies and other materials ready say by year 7, 

AND  

   THERE IS MUCH TO DO. 
 

•  Notice that when we mentioned the Holocaust 

consequences, we listed Jews and humanity as the 

recipients of atrocities. 

 

 

•  We have no doubt that other nations will seek to 

participate in the Centennial.  These include the 

“Winners” of WWII who believe that they have 

 

AMONG THE INTERESTING AND LIKELY TO HAPPEN 

EVENTS ARE THE INSISTENCE OF MANY NATIONS 

TO PARTICIPATE IN THE CENTENNIAL.  THESE 

INCLUDE, AMONG OTHER NATIONS, POLAND, 

UKRAINE AND BALTIC STATES WHO BELIEVE – 

QUITE STRONGLY – THAT THEY HAVE BEEN 

MALIGNED DURING WWII WITH ACCUSATIONS OF 

MISTREATMENT OF “THEIR” JEWS. 
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contributed “so much” in casualties.  Russia, for 

instance, will have a serious stake in the claim; so will 

the U.S. who smashed the swine at a huge cost. 

 

•  Given the likely shouting and noise that will emanate 

from 

victims of the many Nazi atrocities (against gay 

people. Roma peoples spread over Central Europe 

and other peoples the Nazi considered below par) 

there might develop a strong movement to convert 

the Centennial to a U.N. type Kumbaya.  And then 

God’s help will be required to avoid a Centennial 

disaster. 

 

The Holocaust standing alone has one additional scary aspect.  It 

stems from the very known Jewish organizations 

(religious/cultural, social and political) which are multiple, active, 

and jealous of their positions in the Jewish and general social 

order. 

 

It is this constant and sharp issues warfare that made PGC 

concoct the FICTIONAL LIFE STORY OF MENDL AND SOME 

FICTIONAL EVENTS HE WAS THROWN INTO – All for an 

overriding purpose:  EXPLAIN AND RESOLVE SOME OF THE 

NUMEROUS ISSUES, the subjects of the informal warfare. 

 

It is not easy to perform the tricks to handle the customary Jewish 

organizational conflicts. 

 

The “Man From Chelm” has been endowed by his fictional creator 

(that’s me) with exceptional wisdom and one of its derivatives – 

practical diplomatic skills.  He remembered that when he was eight 

years old (that’s 1938), he already was quite a good chess player.  

A friend of Mendl’s grandfather was a guest at dinner.  The older 
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gent was known as a good chess player.  Mendl was asked by his 

grandfather to play against the guest.  Mendl won the first game 

by simply sticking to solid defense. 

 

 

The guest pinched Mendl’s cheek and congratulated the youngster 

for his win.  The guest asked for a rematch.  Mendl looked at his 

grandfather who nodded suggesting acquiescence.  Mendl won 

the second game with an overwhelming attack combination.  The 

guest did not look happy.  Mendl realized that a frayed ego was 

now involved and quickly proposed another game.  It was now 9 

pm.  Mendl was tired, given the mental strain.  The guest agreed.  

It was one of the best games Mendl ever played.  But there was a 

strategic change.  He was going to concoct an attack that should 

look like a brilliancy with a flaw.  At the end of the attack, the 

“brilliancy” failed and Mendl lost his game.  BUT HE WON 

DIPLOMATICALLY, although the brilliancy failed.  The guest was 

not a good enough player to know that Mendl actually knew that 

the attack will fail.  The old guest won the game and kept his ego 

intact.  Mendl thanked the guest for being congratulated for the 

attack plan; he got to go to sleep – Chelm thus confirmed a 

diplomat among its residents. 

 

Later in life, Mendl has shown significant diplomatic skills.  These 

emanated from several sources. 

 

●  First, was his Intelligence Quotient.  There is nothing wrong with 

being  

very bright and very knowledgeable. 
 

●  Second, was superior early education provided by his parents.  

The family was well to do traders. 
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There were very few “rich” Jewish families in the real Chelm.  

By “rich” people, we meant that they had a non-wooden home.  

The Gotliebs had a stone house close to the market.  

       

 

By “rich” people meant that the Gotliebs worked less hours than the 

vast majority of Jews in Chelm, made more money, afforded to be 

generous to the poor folk, had tutors for their youngsters to 

supplement serious Torah studies AND HAD ASSUMED SOCIAL 

SERVICES DUTIES (among those were clinics for the poor, visits to 

the sick, assist the two more progressive weekly newspapers – they 

didn’t like the other three weeklies.  All of the above were added to 

interests in the chess club, in the soccer team and the Zionist 

organization.) 

 

[The film targets showing an essentially small mixed Polish/Jewish 

town, essentially dirty and poor.  The difference presented by the 

Gotliebs was striking.] 

 

● Third, in late 1939, age 9, Mendl lost everything – his entire family 

was 

dead.  He escaped to a forest and learned to survive by his wits.  

He established a cover story for the period ending in June 1941.  

[The German Operation Barbarossa – the attack on Russia -- thus 

breaking the Molotov-Ribbentrop Agreement that kept Russia out of 

WWII.  Some days prior to the German attack in June, he appeared 

in Bialystok and, even though he had no papers, he convinced the 

border guards to accept him as a displaced person.  His behavior 

and intelligence impressed the border people and thus Mendl was 

now in Russia.] 
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●   Fourth, Mendl winds up in the Siberian City of Tomsk. 

 

[In the movie, as an educational tool, we present the City of Tomsk on 

the Trans-Siberian railroad as somewhat of a wonder.  However, 

Russia has been exiling people to Siberia for a multitude of reasons.  

Some exiles were smart and thus a number of institutes in Siberia are 

world class.  Thus, Tomsk – a city well known to me – is no big 

wonder.  Smart people live there.] 

 

Two quick developments occur in quick succession: 

 

■  Mendl is adopted by two doctors, husband and wife, in 

Tomsk.   

    They liked this particular orphan. 

 

  ■  The KGB which is aware of this superbright youngster and a  

     process of “acquiring Mendl” to become a KGB operative 

begins.   

 

Mendl has learned to underplay his brainiac qualities and 

survived sadistic orphanage personnel. 

 

He adjusts very quickly to a thorough training program 

AWAITING A CAREER ASSIGNMENT AS A SOVIET KGB 

OPERATIVE IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY. 

 

When he completes his training, he starts a new life and a 

new movie tells his next development. 
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3. HINTS OF WHAT HAPPENS NEXT 

 

Some early disclosures of Mendl’s views and behavior in the follow 

up movie might provide indications of Mendl as a problem solver.  We 

do this because (a) It is interesting – we think (b) It hints how PGC 

presents issues that an educational film can help explain and hint at 

solutions. 

 

●  We believe that humor is a powerful tool, helping to lubricate 

personal  

and group relationships and many a time prevents conflicts from 

escalating. 

 

■  Many reasons are cited by the educated upper classes for the 

real  

town of Chelm being populated by comical Jewish fools.  One 

such reason is likely to be that being very poor and periodically 

maligned by authorities and populations (who think that Jews 

get horns after 6 pm), lends to different kinds of humor.  Mendl 

was a natural humorist.  In his entire long life, he answered the 

question “Where were you born?”  He always smiled and 

answered “So what if I was born in Chelm?” taking the bite out 

of the question’s assumption that Chelm-born people are 

stupid. 

 

When asked whether HE, MENDL, PARTICIPATED IN CHELM 

PEOPLE’S CAPTURE OF THE MOON, HE QUICKLY 

ANSWERED, “NO, DID YOU PARTICIPATE IN COVERING 

THE WATER BARREL THAT HAD THE MOON SILHOUETTE 

IN IT? – the stunned young fellow, who originally asked the 

moon capture question, hesitated.  Mendl used the respite and 

assured the fellow that he is a genius – “You are over seven 

years old and you can already walk!”  All with a natural smile. 
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Answers like that caused periodically a black eye from a feeling 

insulted bully.  Mendl listened to his father’s advice and took up 

martial arts. 

 

■  This film and its successors always contained humor with 

unusual  

quality – “IT AVOIDED HUMILIATION.  If you can still laugh 

after a 12-14-hour hard work day, you thank God and 

continue trucking.  Political jokes were Mendl’s favorites.  

Mendl heard, numerous times, how criminals in Chelm’s jail 

complain about being innocent.  Mendl enjoyed hearing of an 

innovative solution: 

 

“Why don’t we build a second jail,” announced one of the city 

fathers and, smilingly it was proposed to build a second 

jailhouse for the inmates who are innocent; complaints 

dropped, progress and peace achieved. 

 

We, of course, left the juicy jokes for later.  We have not 

forgotten that “The film has to be educational.”  Hence: 

The film will expose numerous issues, assist in handling 

them and act as the background provider for other films and 

documentaries. 

 

We close here the disclosures of what follows “The Man 

From Chelm” with one very important disclosure. 

 

In “The Man From Chelm” we invented a fictitious character, born in a 

town considered, as it turns out erroneously, as populated by comical 

Jewish fools.  Real Data indicates that the alleged fools are 

hardworking people who engage in quite decent occupations and 

active communal life that makes them survive non-friendly rulers. 
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In subsequent segments, we invent a fictitious city and, with some 

deep digging for courage, we name it Khelm.  We picked the beautiful 

U.S. Northwest as the locale, it is formed in a politically/socially 

“progressive” region (California, Washington State and Oregon) with 

an agenda to become “The shining Progressive City” in a country that 

allegedly was based on tough profit fetishes that seem to make light 

of people’s dislocations and cruel economic consequences. 

 

At its formation, Khelm became an amalgamation of functioning 

communes and small hamlets of political outliers who attracted a 

significant segment of left-wing youth (socialism has always attracted 

the young as if pulled by a strong magnet), well established 

academics, artists, war resisters and people who were seeking a 

lifestyle they admired, similar to an Israeli Kibbutz. 

 

[I, the writer of this concoction, was a devoted member of the leftmost 

Kibbutz in Israel and the reader should assume that I know 

something about the people and environment.] 

 

 

Given the tri-state legislators support for Khelm, the town became a 

city very fast and a successful one at that.   

 

[The story (fictional) of Khelm, U.S.A. is described in detail in a 

fictional manuscript, “The Khelm Revolutions,” Book #1 of two in the 

series.] 

 

Mendl’s life has drastically changed.  The KGB has succeeded in 

landing him as a KGB operative.  The KGB was successful in 

inserting Mendl into the U.S. and specifically in Khelm.  Mendl himself 
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“cooked up the entire dinner” to a minute detail.  It enabled him to 

come to the U.S.A. and do the KGB’s bidding.  The events, missions 

and world views are a very important part of the current story of 

Mendl and could only unravel when the successor manuscripts are 

presented. 

 

A more complete treatment of the Chelmer film is provided in Part P2, 

Section III. 

 

4. CANDIDATE FILMS  
 

 

CANDIDATE FILMS 

SHORT TERM CANDIDATES – CURRENTLY PLANNED 

 

I. A series of films based on the available PGC-generated book: 

“THE TROLLERS’ WARS” –  A true life story of three Trollers. 

▪  The scientist, Dr. Theodor H. Troller II 

(“TTII”) 

▪  The elder, Dr. Theodor H. Troller I 

(“TTI”) 

With added opinions by the rancher, Theodor H. Troller III 

(“TTIII”) 

 

     ●  The manuscript “THE TROLLERS’ WARS” lends two films: 

      ■  “THE TROLLERS’ DILEMMA” 

     ■  THE VANEAXIAL FAN which will be separately highlighted 
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     ●  The Trollers’ Dilemma – the first of the two is  

also a “Flagship Film” by providing 

 

TTI visited the U.S. ▪  Interesting data covering the TTI 

struggle  

in 1938, could have with hostile bureaucrats, with old age, 

and  

stayed with TTII  hostile environment and, most 

importantly, 

and yet returned to     with 

his Sudetenland  ▪  a legal system, strictly adhered to, 

wishing 

Haida home.  Why?    to humiliate him at every moment. 

__________________________________________________

____ 

TTII was recruited by ▪  Interesting data covering TTII, coming 

to 

U.S. Defense to     the U.S. (and switching political and 

technical 

interrogate German    allegiance to the U.S.) 

Technologists (1945-6) ▪  Turning around German technologists 

to 

IT BLEW HIS MIND     work for the U.S. 

discovering TTI death 

In a concentration camp  

and detailed WWII data   HE BECAME A SURVIVALIST (1952) (A SMART 

ONE) 
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        TILL DEATH (2000) 

 

 

     ●  The “TROLLERS’ WARS” manuscript is accessible via the 

website. 

   

 

CANDIDATE FILMS 

SHORT TERM CANDIDATES – CURRENTLY PLANNED 

 

II. A series of films based on the available PGC-generated book: 

“JACOB’S ODYSSEY” (A true lifetime story of the author) 

 

●  Manuscript of the book:  “JACOB’S ODYSSEY” lends three 

films. 

 ■  “IT IS NEVER TOO EARLY” 

 ■  THE STATUE AT 7 AM 

 ■  THE BLINK THAT COUNTS 

 

●  All the above films are “Flagship Films.” 

 ■  They are interesting on their own 

 ■  They provide for plugging in future films 

 

  ᵒ  The first allows “young journalist” (age 7) to report on a  
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Polish pogrom.  At age 10, be a member of a strict 

youth movement, forever debating important and 

mundane issues, fly gliders and small planes at age 15 

and become a “Kibbutznik” and a warrior (A Paratroop 

Officer). 

 

  ᵒ  The second allows the chronicles of a young man ( 22)  

come to America and receive its blessings – SOME 

UNUSUAL AND USEFUL TO YOUNG VIEWERS – 

YES, VIRGINIA, IN THIS WONDERFUL LAND. 

 

  ᵒ  The third allows the chronicling of the process of 

inventions  

and the effort it requires in a tough country (some might 

say “chaotic”).  Some inventions are exciting, some 

less so, but are nevertheless “interesting.” 
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FIRST PROJECTED SERIES 

 

1. THE CHELMER – THE MAN FROM CHELM – A FICTIONAL FILM 

• Chelm is a real Polish town (“Shtetl”) mixed with near half Jewish 

population (with total population near 60k).  Exists for centuries. 

• It is essentially a poor peoples’ East European “Shtetl.” 

• Became famous for being a town of Jewish fools who are also 

funny. 

• Most Jews are poor people – working 12 hours plus to make a 

living 

– Many involved in trades 

• Much Quotable Commentary Available to cement a view of a 

typical Shtetl, far from legends of very smart achievers, actually 

having their share of crime, ignorance and mistreatment from 

authorities. 

• In reality, one can take pride in such a shtetl where the Jews, just 

30,000 of them, have 5 newspapers, religious and secular 

schools, has effective social services organizations, generous 

support for the poor. 

Typically, Chelm has its share of funny people who, after a long 

day of toil, know how to engage in humor. 
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• Mendl, as a youngster, is 

A TOTALLY FICTIONAL CHARACTER. 
 

• Born in 1930, a terrible decade in Europe – a continent that saw 

Hitler take over the leadership reins in Germany (1933) beating 

out the Revolutionary Socialists opponents, Germany’s 

intervention in the Spanish Civil War, Italian Fascists 

intervention in Ethiopia, Japan’s Totalitarians/Imperialists 

tramping over northeast Asia – all with impunity, and the 

Western Democracies just watching … 
 

• Born to a rich family (they did have a stone house; they didn’t 

work 12-15 hours per day). 
 

• Born with an unusual Intelligence Quotient.  

 

 

 

• Chelm was selected as a typical Shtetl 
 

• This allows to use THE CHELM MODEL for other scripts 
 

• It allows the quotable humor to resonate with many plots 
associated with the 20th Century central Europe 
 

• Mendl Gotlieb – a youngster born to riches, born extremely 
smart – different from other sons of Chelm, especially from the 
accepted view of stupidity 

 

This choice allows us to deal with an unusual Jewish youngster.  His 

achievements in chess, in school, in funny stories telling will 

undoubtedly appeal to young readers and viewers. 
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• In 1939, two nasty developments occur: 

• WWII starts by German attack, and 

• Poland is divided into two regions (Russian and German) 
 

• At the start of 1940, a rapid series of disasters destroys Mendl’s 

entire family and he alone survives by being a Polish Forest 

Dweller. 
 

• Survival in the forest is not easy, and he does.  In mid-1941, he 

winds up in the Russian border city of Byalistok.  Mendl is an 11-

year-old orphan.  He is immediately given refugee papers. 

 

 

• Life in the Soviet Union during the WWII period is difficult.  An 

entire segment of the film is devoted to his four years (age 11-15) 

primary stay at the orphanage in the city of Tomsk.   

 

Although Mendl’s entire life story is fictional, it is useful to place 

him in Tomsk because of my familiarity with the city, its history of 

absorbing exiles from the European side of Russia and enriching 

this Siberian city with exceptional science and cultural institutions.  

Mendl is smart enough to cover (or “cloak”) the excess brainiac 

capabilities to avoid unusual brutal orphanage staff treatments and 

express his wishes to be adopted.  Luckily, he is adopted by a 
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Jewish couple, both physicians, who began to believe that they got 

a treasure. 

 

• It was not just the adoptive parents who recognized Mendl’s 

mental prowess.  The KGB has laid their hands on and 

successfully convinced him that he could repay his adoptive 

country with becoming a member of its elite state security 

apparatus (“KGB”) 

 

The audience might find this part interesting because, once the 

KGB decided to land Mendl, they offered him a different 

environment, enormous incentives and perks and, most 

importantly, an opportunity to study western culture, technology 

and science devoid from propaganda-type morsels. 

 

 

• The lengthy and interesting “seductive” process, although fictional, 

is not too farfetched.  Mendl recognized that his small group of 

candidates was engaging economic instructors who were 

teaching, not preaching the propaganda given to him at the 

university.  They also welcomed heretic questions like: “Why 

doesn’t the U.S.S.R. correctly forecast the crop – year after year?  

The answers weren’t pleasant. 

 

At some point, Mendl wanted to know the answer precisely.  The 

economics professor who had Mendl’s group for a week turned to 
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Mendl, smiled and said: “I will loosely quote Churchill.  Truth is 

many times extremely important and thus will need guarding by 

legions of lies.”   

 

He smirked and added: “We call these lies TERMINOLOGICAL 

INEXACTITUTES.”  Mendl and his group understood what he 

meant.  The professor proceeded than to provide the “official” 

answers PRECISELY. 

 

• The First Film – THE CHELMER – could end with a graduation 

ceremony where Mendl becomes Vadim Molotov – an agent of the 

KGB. 

 

• However, a talented cinematographer may decide to keep part or 

all of Book 2 – Vadim Molotov – together with the Chelmer. 

 

• THE MAIN OBJECTIVE OF THE CHELMER FILM (The first of a 

series of three) was straightforward: 

 
■  As a standalone film, it is aimed to provide DEEP 

BACKGROUND on a  

large segment of the Jewish population in Central Europe. 

 

 •   Who, in this insane world, will want to exterminate the Jews 

of  

Chelm? 

 

 •   What possible reason could one produce to hate the Jews of  
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Chelm? 

 

•   How did the citizens (non-Jews) react to their Jews’ 

calamity? 

 

      ■  As a standalone film and a fictional character with: 

•  Special intelligence, receiver of worst possible fate (orphan, 

hungry,  

cold) for extended duration, EMERGES FUNCTIONAL AND 

READY FOR A BETTER DESTINY. 

 

  •  Does it somehow mirror the fate of Jews in the past two 

millennia? 

 

■  A fictional character in a standalone film CAN BE THOUGHT OF 

A  

FINE REPRESENTIVE OF NON-FICTIONAL – REAL 

WITNESSED  

AND REPORTED – children 

stories whose fate induced a 

functional recovery and important 

achievements. 

   ᵒ   Children were a specifically disastrous component of  
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extermination plans.  [Did you know that 

Theresienstadt Concentration Camp, supposedly for 

“Privileged Jews” – a special category of Jews in the 

Nuremberg Laws – of the 15,000 Jewish kids who got 

to the camp, only 100 survived (0.6%)]  

 

2. THE CHELMER IS APPENDED BY “VADIM MOLOTOV.” 

• The combined films increase the level of the deep background 

necessary to grasp what the Holocaust was and what it left in its 

wake. 

 

■ The combined texts portray a film about a relatively young child, 

born  

and raised in what was thought of a luxury, lost all his family, 

spent nearly two years miserably surviving by his wits, 

reacquires a new family and being offered a brand-new life 

(which requires extensive training) something he gladly accepts 

as a KGB agent. 

 

     ■ The reader/viewer may find the training process interesting 

especially  

when viewed as near factual process – HIGHLY effective in 

generating HIGHLY EFFECTIVE ESPIONAGE AGENTS.  NOT 

EVERYTHING IN THE U.S.S.R. IS A POTEMKIN VILLAGE 

PRESENTATION GIVEN AN ESPECIALLY SERIOUS 

EFFECTIVE PLAN DESIGNED FOR VADIM. 
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• The Soviet plan for Vadim stems from the following fundamentals: 

 

■ Long range Russian success for economic supremacy over the 

U.S. 

hinges on inducing economic problems for the U.S. 

 

■ U.S. allies, having had colossal economic problems due to 

WWI, Great  

Depression and WWII, face continuous colonial problems with 

significant costs associated with disengagement.  

 

     ■ Russia must utilize international organizations to minimize U.S.’ 

ability 

to respond to disturbances induced by newly formed countries 

and alliances. 

 

  Vadim fit perfectly into a role of a pivotal spy (in the future) in 

the U.S. 

Even though Volkov, his high-level handler, never disclosed to 

Vadim his final destination, it was not difficult for Vadim to figure 

it out. 

 

•  His penetration to the U.S. will be done via Israel. 

 

•  The U.S. recognized Israel in the November 1947 U.N. 

Resolution to 
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basically induce a headache for the U.S., Britain and France 

in the oil rich MidEast.  It was akin to putting a bone in the 

Arab region’s throat. 

 

•  It wasn’t difficult to get Vadim’s adoptive parents – Jewish 

doctors  

both – to apply to leave for Israel to “help a new country in its 

hour of need” and take their son Mendl with them. 

  •  The brainiac son, having outstanding academic records from 

Leningrad University, the oldest and revered university in 

Russia, could easily be accepted at renowned Israeli 

Institutions (The Haifa Technion, Israel’s MIT, and the 

Weitzman Institute in Rehovot, Israel’s beehive of scientific 

inventions).  Mendl’s parents did not know of his Vadim 

persona; this will be buried in KGB’s archives for a while.  

 

  •  When in Israel, Mendl will join the Army and given his 

knowledge  

and inventiveness, he’ll rise in the ranks, UNTIL HE WILL BE 

READY TO LEAVE FOR THE U.S.  The most likely moment 

of readiness could simply be an acceptance to any major U.S. 

university. 

 

[A better opportunity actually occurred when his adoptive 

father died of cancer and his mother, who had relatives in 
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Washington state, wanted to get to the U.S. and spend her 

old age there, of course accompanied by her son Mendl.] 

 

  The penetration to the U.S., via Israel was perfectly executed. 

 

• By combining the Chelmer story with Vadim Molotov story, the 

fictional combined stories points a rather elegant scheme, and the 

film could end here, having provided additional DEEP 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION. 

 

■ The Russian intelligence managers have a lot of patience.  

Vadim’s  

penetration into the U.S. was a long-term project.  In many 

ways, described in a companion manuscript “THE KHELM 

REVOLUTIONS,” Vadim’s mission was executed flawlessly. 
 

 •   The KGB accurately forecasted the development of strong 

Socialist  

parties in most Western Democracies with strong affinity to 

the U.S.S.R. 

 

     [Over time, these parties could generate “Million Men 

Marches” for  

any Soviet desired goal.  Think of Strategic Defense Initiative 

(“SDI”) where Western scientists laughed it off as the wild 

idea of a B-actor President.  “Yes, Vania, you can hit another 

bullet in flight.”  The Russians believed in SDI and wished it 

to go away.  They couldn’t economically compete. 
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Numerous successful espionage feats added nuclear 

information transfer.  Examine a mothballed Russian lunar 

shuttle, it does awfully closely resemblance to ours.] 
 

  •  The KGB propped up entire countries (e.g., Cuba) and major  

alliances of highly populated countries (e.g., India, Indonesia, 

Egypt) and made them dance to Russian music. 

 

    ■ Vadim helped the U.S. “Progressives” go further.  The fictional 

city  

Khelm, sprang up in the northwest U.S. shown fast growth and 

became a shining progressive city in a capitalist country with a 

strong profit fetish (or two…).  

 

• The Third Film in this Series, 

Titled “TOTALITE,” closes the important fates: 

 

■ Khelm, the city (fictional, in Northwest U.S.A.) exhibited the 

failure of  

all Totalitarian/Messianic Political/Cultural systems – all failing 

for clearly apparent reasons.  It all happens even when clear 

temporary successes are attained on the way to failure. 

 

     ■ Vadim, the master spy, turns out to have carried a potent virus 

which  

carries a disgust for Kool Aid which he willingly drank, knowing 

how unhealthy it was. 
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•  Hemingway described French WWI behavior as Vénalité and  

Stupidité.  He attached those words to the world-famous 

slogan Liberté, Fraternité, Égalité.  My imitation using Totalité 

is just a bow to this terrific author. 

 

• Mendl is a child of the Holocaust.  At the end of the day, he 

realized how truly obnoxious the Holocaust was. 

 

The Nazi Totalitarians have 

■ Committed the world’s worst crime AGAINST THE JEWS by 

virtue of  

WHAT they did. 

 

■ Committed the greatest/worst genocide AGAINST HUMANITY 

by  virtue of HOW they did it. 

 

■ Committed the unthinkable and mostly INEXPLICABLE major 

atrocity  

by virtue of WHY they did it. 

 

• Although there were several points in his life where he doubted 

whether he wanted to continue the thoughts and actions of Vadim, 

he took no action until he realized how toxic the justification for 

committing crimes in the name of “Common Good” can actually 

be. 
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Whereas the Nazi crimes were decisively delivered with no 

nuance, the Russian version was cloaked in more humane terms 

in the long revolutionary Socialism experiment (46 years …). 

 

■ In her article “THE HOLOCAUST,” Christina (a founder of PGC)  

provides the obnoxious Nazi approach.  In the last days of 

dying Third Reich, Hitler has already committed suicide.  

Himmler, the SS Chief, issued orders to assure camp 

commanders avoidance of releasing slave laborers and others.  

A camp commander loaded 8,000 inmates in a north German 

camp onto two German warships, knowing full well that allied 

planes will sink any moving warship.  A British squadron, not 

knowing the cargo, has sunk both vessels.  You have to be a 

Satan offspring, nothing else … 

 

     ■ It is quite doubtful whether the Russians would have done such 

a  

dastardly deed.  Although they could rape and pillage with the 

best in Germany, they behaved beastly to an extent equal to 

what the Germans did in Russia.  The Russians did commit 

atrocities more as a result of not preventing – when they could 

prevent – than with initiating atrocities.  They did stand by 

across the river watching Polish partisans being slaughtered by 

the thousands by the Nazis. 

  

    ■ Whereas it is easy to hang an unequivocal accusation of 

umbilical  
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connection between the Holocaust and Nazi-Totalitarians, the 

connection between Revolutionary Socialism and the Holocaust 

is not that easy.  

The above does not mitigate the non-Nazi Totalitarians 

involvement in genocides. 

 

The three-film series deals with the central issues that Mendl 

wanted to touch – all the rest is subordinate. 

 

 

  

  

 

The idea that a small Avant guard cadre can centrally plan every 

aspect of humans under their control AND BELIEVING THAT THOSE 

UNDER CONTROL CANNOT BE TRUSTED TO KNOW WHAT IS 

GOOD FOR THEM IS, BY DEFINITION, AN ABOMINATION. 
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Q. PGC’S PRODUCTS 
 

 

1. QUICK NOTES 
 

■ There Should Be No Doubt in the Reader’s Mind that the 

Holocaust is: 
 

 ● The worst crime in history 
 

 ● Occurred in the worst century in history 
 

 ● For 77 years (to date) the most studied/analyzed research  

project ever. 

And, although involved extremely competent researchers, 

and stellar-reputation institutions (worldwide) it has not 

yet completed the job of telling us all why did the 

Holocaust occur. 

It is way beyond PGC’s dreams and capabilities to 

provide the answer to all the questions that the muscular 

outfits have not yet nailed down. 
 

■ The above said, PGC will not shy away from suggesting, to 

anyone  

who’d listen, that: 
 

 ● The popular, “Near-Consensus” meaning of the term 

“Holocaust”  

is incomplete.  See PGC’s draft definition.  The learned 

people can easily improve it. 
 

● Realize the much more of the Jewish past is the only way 

of grasping how a singular Holocaust can arise.  The 

Holocaust does not just happen, it is made, it is hard to 

make, the preparation for it is immense – and only the 
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Jews have undergone 2000 years of pogroms, atrocities 

and genocides prior to the Holocaust (with periodic 

respites) and accumulating blood libels with passing time. 
 

● Once you accept the need for brutal forensic examination 

of the past, you tend to also pay attention to the 

Holocaust wake’s refuse and make the connection of 

Totalitarian/Deterministic mindsets with atrocities.  Only 

Totalitarians make atrocities and graduate from there. 

 

  

■ It is possibly beyond comprehension to grasp the mindsets of 

the Totalitarian/Deterministic/Utopian cults. 

  Just a few examples will illustrate the difficulties. 

 

● The following true example deals with one singular event 

in May 1945 which produced an inexplicably demented 

action. 

 

   ▲ World War II (“WWII”) is over. ▲ Hitler committed suicide 

a few  

days earlier. 

   ▲ Himmler – the SS Chief – orders not to surrender camps, 

nor 

     prisoners. 

 

   ▲ British troops are advancing on Neuengamme (a labor 

camp in  

     Northern Germany) 
 

▲ Orders notwithstanding, camp guards put some 8,000 

inmates 
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     on two ships (Cap Arcona and Thielbek). 
 

 

   ▲ A British squadron, not knowing the ships cargo, bombed 

and  

     sank the ships. 

        The Nazis knew that the ship will be sunk. 

    [El Paso Times – 12/18/06 – “Retracing Lost Life”] 

 

  ● The following is a true decades-lasting event in Mao’s 

China: 

▲ Millions of crazed youngsters (armed with Mao’s Red 

Book) 

traipse all over China, terrorizing a billion of their 

elders and melting down anything made of metal “For 

the glory of the ongoing revolution.” 

 

  ● Hitler’s grand scale demented “Research.” 

▲ Given Hitler’s attachment to “Big Projects” (1000-year 

Reich, 

     Extermination of all Jews, Purifying Aryan Blood) one 

idiotic 

     idea begs for attention.  He engaged in creating a tank 

that is  

     10 times larger than the panther tank he had (Just 

visualize  

     this.) 
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● The “Geniuses” of the psychiatric and eugenics cartels, at 

least partially responsible for producing the 20th Century’s 

atrocities against non-Jews and leading to the Holocaust 

for Jews. 

 

 

■ In this book, we cover (at great length) a wide array of 

explanations of the different aspect of the Holocaust.  This part 

is devoted to the very practical aspects of what PGC can 

provide, and can rapidly provide, for the different memorial 

presentation and the necessary educational material which we 

think are needed. 

 

We start with: What “Intellectual Products” will be needed for 

insightful and meaningful Holocaust Centennial Events. 

 

  We believe that these events will be: 

 

▲ Presented in: Multiple Venues – Israel, U.S.A., 

Germany, 

     Poland, England, France, Argentina, among others. 

 

▲ Sponsored by: Multiple and different organizations –  

     Governments, Jewish organizations, academic and 

cultural 

     institutions. 
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   ▲ Media covered by: TV – local, national, press, 

sponsored  

     symposia 

 

▲ Special international event designated by the U.N. or 

some  

     of its organizational affiliates.  The presentations are 

likely  

     to differ from each other AND, “They will all need 

shoes …” 

 

    •   We will repeat this slogan. 

 

• We start the supply of shoes, by noting what is 

common to all the different centennial 

presentations. 

 

2. THE CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL PRODUCTS 

 

 ● It is our view that the following parts must be followed. 

 

  – The Holocaust Facts –  What Happened? 

– How Did it Happen?  

 

    These facts may be presented via: 

     Short Documentary Film 

     Short Recording 
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     Live Presentation by: 

      Holocaust Survivor 

      VIP (say King of Denmark with a Jewish   

arm band) 
 

      Holocaust Medalist (Preferably from an  

internationally known family   

   -- e.g., Wallenberg 

offspring) 

 

   – What do the Facts Mean? – Why Did it Happen? 

    And why is it important to know? 

     What has been done to date by stellar 

institutions? 

      Examples of who achieved what. 

      What is still missing? 

 

   --  The True Story of Heroism 

     Destruction of Nazi superiority theory 

     Who are the heroes – Jews and Non-Jews 

 

   --  What About Atrocities Against Non-Jews 

     To be detailed separately 

 

   --  Conclusions – What is taken home from the 

presentation. 

     The implants into people’s minds. 
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  THE CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL PRODUCTS (CONTINUED) 

 

  ● It is our view that each of the presentation components be  

professionally prepared; 

   The following reasons dictate it: 

 

The Centennial Presentation cannot, and should 

not, be an Ad Hoc event.  The “Pain and Suffering” 

part (recounting the what and how it happened) 

cannot dominate the presentation.  The “What and 

how it happened” does not call for having a long 

tearing session.  It calls for substance, not longevity.  

Each venue has, most probably, its own non-Jewish 

aggrieved groups.  The “Customizing” of a 

presentation in a given venue to incorporate local 

grievances is a likely good policy, it needs a 

professional touch. 

    For instance: 

 

    In the first two years of German domination of  

Poland, the Germans committed vile 

numerous atrocities with huge casualties on 

the Polish Intelligencia – worth mentioning in 

Warsaw, will not work in London where it will 

be worth mentioning the effect of German V-

rockets attacks on London and the terror it 

induced. 

 

In recent two years, Poland tried hard to gain 

a “Get out of jail” card due to its series of 

pogroms against Jews just after WWII’s end 
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and Jewish blood has not yet clotted.  Poland 

wants, and needs acknowledged, that it 

heroically stood up to Russian prolonged 

domination and provided the Allies with the 

enigma machine which gave away vast 

German intelligence secrets. 

 

● The Centennial presentations will constitute major media 

events.  Each venue will have multiple audiences. 

 

One audience will be attending at the 

presentation site.  Audience reactions will be 

recorded/reported by the media prior to, 

during and post presentation interviews and 

comments.  It would be wise to have media 

handouts, professionally prepared.  
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THE CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL PRODUCTS” (CONTINUED) 

 

● Given the simultaneous occurrence (ignoring time 

differences due to earth rotations or organizers ineptness) 

it must be planned (thoroughly) how a security emergency 

may occur.   

 

Remember, the media practices: One glitch in any of the 

multiple venues can make all presentations suffer from 

reporters Armageddon tendencies. 

To avoid glitches, certain security steps will have to be 

cooperatively prepared (see more on this below) 

 

● A second audience type, likely much larger than the site 

audience, is the one listening to TV and radio reports. 

 

Whereas steps can be taken to silence rouge 

troublemakers and newsies at the site, it is nearly 

impossible to silence TV studios.  Hence, it is imperative 

to: 

 

--  Have serious agreements with news media 

respecting their First Amendment rights, while 

properly asking for their instructions to their staffs re 

dignified presentations respect. 

 

--  Supply the media with professionally prepared 

materials. 
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--  Inform the media that commando tactics will be 

applied to any person or group who decide, for any 

reason whatsoever, to disrupt the dignified 

presentation anywhere, worldwide. 

 

--  Immediately following a non-disrupted Centennial 

preparation, a no holds barred meet of disgruntled 

persons with presentation sponsors just outside the 

site. 

 

 

These Products Fall into the Following Categories: 
 

 ● Major “Flagship” books, films, plays, documentaries 
 

--  Providing the Centennial events planners with the 
preparatory knowledge and tools they need for a 
dignified insightful presentation 

  --  Education packages that review the above and 

hone in  

important missing components 

  --  Handouts to audiences, media, and participants in  

educational programs 

  --  Briefing notes for presenters who are: 

    The ones who do not whine but know how to 
dignify  

sorrow 
    The ones who are proud of old Gideon (way 
back) 
       •  My heroic parents 
       •  Anielewicz of Warsaw 
Ghetto 
       •  Wallenberg the Saint and  

Schindler the rouge 
       •  Christina’s father for his  

Roosevelt’s Award 
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        Re U.S. Defense 
 

  For Presenters Who Are: 
  The Ones Who Are Proud Of: 
  •  The U.S. Sheriff for a century 
  •  The one and only Israel – the Ultimate Achiever 
 

      For Presenters Who Are 
      The Ones Who Know That: 
      •  N. Korea is an asylum 
      •  Iran wants and hope for 
Armageddon 
      •  Totalitarians and the midwives 
of  

atrocities 
      •  Blood libels against Israel is 
insane and  

punishable by, at least, 
ridicule 

      •  God does eventually punish 
central  

planners and China will 
know it  

soon… 
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THE CENTENNIAL MEMORIAL PRODUCTS (CONTINUED) 

 

What is a “Flagship Product? 
 

It is, primarily: 
 

 ● 1. A film, a book, a recorded speech with the following  

characteristics: 

   It is “Interesting” on its own. 

   In the case of a film or book, it tells stories, true or 

fictional,  

that a targeted audience would like to see, read or 

hear.  It raises and highlights issues important to the 

targeted audience and resolve some of those AND, 

it presents true background information that allows 

companion films, books to present stories that 

utilized true background provided by the Flagship 

product. 
 

 ● 2. An example will illustrate. 
 

 The primary manuscript “JACOB’S ODYSSEY” – a 

true lifetime memoir – provides a riveting string of 

interesting stories covering key characters, multiple 

events, deals with numerous issues (and resolves 

some of them) and provides the political/cultural 

background for films and books that will reference 

the Flagship’s provided background. 

 

● 3. The Knowledge Base provides, Currently Available, 

eight  

manuscripts which are all “Flagship” products. 
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Customization of Films’ Presentations to achieve improved 

reception by venue/sponsor special goals. 

 

● A Flagship film to be presented in, say Nuremberg, 

should present the special role of Nuremberg Laws and 

the psychiatric and eugenics cartels in Holocaust’s 

execution. 

 

This special role could be a Five-Minute Appendage to 

the more or less standard film provided to all venues 

which may last for 30 – 60 minutes. 

 

● The countries where such special “Appendages” might be 

desirable consists of all those who need and want a “Get 

Out of Jail” card due to the treatment of “Their Jews” in 

the long past AND during WWII.  These include Germany, 

Poland, Lithuania, all previous parts of Czechoslovakia, 

Belarus, Switzerland (a special case …) 

 

● Some other “Five-Minute Appendages” may be very 

useful to include multiple aggrieved non-Jewish groups to 

make their voices heard and recognized. 

 

■ In this book, we cover at length what the Centennial film should 

convey.  Settling on the final version should be made soon.  It 

becomes obvious that a highly capable Jewish committee 

should be established to generate a united front in finalizing 

many of the detailed mild suggestion presented thus far.  It is 

likely to be another Herculean effort …   
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3. THE YEARLY MEMORIAL 
 

 There are two likely product lists that are necessary: 

  For the period covering 2023 to 2034 (Pre-Centennial) 

  Post Centennial Products 

 

  The Yearly (Pre-Centennial) Presentations 

 

This product list serves memorial presentations which are 

smaller versions of the centennial one. 

 

From early on, beginning 2023, various versions of a 15-minute 

documentary should be used to determine the most meaningful 

delivery of knowledge to:   

•  Jewish Audience (Primarily) 

     •  General Audience, and for replay on local 

media 

     •  Media (stories and talking points) 

The presentations should have all the Centennial products, 

muted, shortened. 

Because of literally hundreds of yearly memorials are likely to 

occur, it is vital to avoid tiring the audiences with identical year-

to-year replicas.  Two portions will change, while Holocaust 

information will be respectfully delivered. 

    ●  Emphasis on the heroics: 

     •  More stories presented 

     •  More unearthing of atrocities (including 

against 
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   non-Jews) 

    ●  Emphasis on achievements 

     •  Of individual offspring 

     •  Of Israel as a safe home 

     •  Of U.S. and real allies in fighting against 

atrocities’  

   repetitions. 

 

To Remember:  MAKE IT LIKE PASSOVER,  

EMERGE FROM JUST WHINING. 
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4. PRACTICAL ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES 

 

■ It is not difficult to generate wish lists of Professionally Prepared 

“Intellectual Products” for the Holocaust Memorials. 

  Wishing alone does not get it done, and the reasons are really 

tough. 

 

● PGC is not stupid enough to believe that the numerous 

Jewish organizations will get together and set up the 

necessary mechanisms for smart, insightful and dignified 

memorials to assure worthy deposits in the Jewish 

Memory Bank.   

 

● PGC is not stupid enough to believe that the present 

young generation of Jews will flock to serious, lengthy 

propaganda-style “Postings” (they got used to Chinese 

intelligence-controlled data disclosures on Tik Tok) that 

take minutes accompanied by dancing and pithy short 

sentences, emanating from “influencers” (with millions of 

followers) who are better at dancing than “Holocausting.” 

 

● PGC is not stupid enough to erroneously believe that just 

“signaling virtue” takes priority over possessing virtue.  

Hence, the task of pulling off serious, insightful, dignified 

presentations can be Ad Hoc achieved. 

 

Thus, by necessity, a Jewish Controlling Authority, 

encompassing the mildest fire brands of the multiple 

organizations, will get together and make sure that: 
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(1) No U.N. types get near “The Project.” 

(2) Define what the Holocaust means to Jews and 

others. 

(3) PGC, among others, is invited to suggest the 

agenda and outline what administratively needs to 

be done. 

It is a good start.  PGC spent 20 years to think 

about it. 

 

5. PRACTICAL ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES (CONTINUED)  

 

Much controversy is likely to arise regarding various educational 

programs related to the Holocaust, 

 

PGC Founders have no experience (other than university level 

teaching  

of technical nature) in Humanities teaching.  That said, nothing will 

prevent us to stare down members of the teaching cartel who are not 

sure that  

4 + 3 = 7.  We don’t want to dwell on this subject beyond what we just 

pontificated about. 

 

  ● The Holocaust must be taught on several levels: 

 

We are confident that there exists an appropriate level of 

covering what/How/Why the Holocaust happened via 

stories for those youngsters under, say, ten years old.  

The difference between this “appropriate” stories set and 

the other groups will be the level of historic background 

and making sure that the youngsters don’t have sleep 

deprivation. 
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▲ An example will illustrate witnessing an atrocity.  In 

the primary manuscript, “JACOB’S ODYSSEY,” 

there is a very vivid true story “reported” by JS – 

who was then seven years old – of a pogrom 

against Jews.  It is short, vivid, factual.  It ends well 

for multiple reasons.  JS knew exactly what he was 

seeing and understood exactly the story’s meaning.  

The story easily leads to discussing hate/anger, how 

the pogrom was stopped, why was JS watching it 

without too much fear, what made his parents do to 

reduce his fears. 

 

 

  ▲ Another example will illustrate resistance to evil 

doers. 

 

In the same primary manuscript (“JACOB’S 

ODYSSEY”), there is the short, vivid story of JS and 

his mother escaping from the big city (Warsaw, 

capitol of Poland), how mother got wounded, how 

she had to kill captors and assure their own 

survival.  Wars are awful.  Mothers will heroically 

perform to assure child’s safety.  It all ends well.  A 

somber discussion can follow. 

 

All examples, for storyline presentations to 

youngsters will have identifiable right and wrong, 

end reasonably well under tough circumstances. 

 

▲ Another example will illustrate, in a short, true and 

vivid story (using the same primary manuscript as 
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the source) how little JS was taught by his parents 

how to overcome fear.  Numerous topics for 

discussions, each in several sessions, can easily 

ensure. 

 

That single source alone can spawn numerous 

stories.  The multiple manuscripts are an endless 

“Hatchery.”  Handouts can be made available to 

teachers, parents and for kids. 

 

▲ The products for high school age kids are expanded 

to cover key historical facts, both pleasant and 

atrocious in contents. 

 

    L.P. Hartley, a British novelist coined an insightful 

saying:  

    “The past is a foreign country; they did things 

differently  

there.” 

 

To follow this thought line, numerous texts and 

video stories will be allocated to acquaint the kids 

with “War,” Political Systems and their underlying 

tenets, religion and its effects, birth of cults. 

 

 


